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No. of responses = 4158

Survey Results
1. Demographics
1.1)

1.3)

1.4)

1.5)

1.6)

1.7)

Please consider whether you agree to the use of your information as described and indicate your choice below.
Yes, I give permission for my responses to be used for research purposes.

89.2%

No, I do not give permission for my responses to be used for research purposes.

10.8%

n=4158
av.=1.1
dev.=0.3

Original Application Decision Code
AA - Admit

11.3%

AF - Admit Contingent

88.7%

F - Freshman

59.8%

T - Transfer

40.1%

n=4158
av.=1.9
dev.=0.3

Freshman - Transfer - Other

O - Other

0%

Yes

0%

n=4158
av.=1.4
dev.=0.5

Confidentiality Indicator

No

100%

F - Female

50.3%

M - Male

49.7%

n=4093
av.=2
dev.=0

Gender
n=4158
av.=1.5
dev.=0.5

Ethnicity
1 - American Indian or Alaskan Native

0.5%

2 - Asian

1.6%

3 - Black or African American
4 - Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
5 - White
H - Hispanic
I - International

08/23/2021

16.1%
0.1%
75.3%
2.4%
0%

M - Multiracial

1.8%

U - Unknown

2.2%

Class Climate Evaluation

n=4158
av.=4.8
dev.=1.2
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1.8)

Marital Status
D - Divorced
E - Separated
M - Married
P - Domestic Partner
S - Single

1.9)

n=1762
av.=5
dev.=0.4

0%
3.5%
0%
92.7%

U - Unknown

3.7%

W - Widowed

0%

1-85 - Instate

71.4%

100-199 - Outstate

26.8%

Residency

200-999 - International

1.10)

0.1%

n=4156
av.=1.3
dev.=0.5

1.8%

Composite ACT/SAT

08/23/2021

12

0%

13

0.1%

14

0.3%

15

0.8%

16

1.3%

17

3%

18

4.9%

19

5.1%

20

6.7%

21

8.6%

22

8%

23

7.6%

24

8%

25

6.9%

26

6.6%

27

6.3%

28

5.4%

29

4.9%

30

5.2%

31

2.9%

32

2.7%

33

2%

34

1.6%

35

0.7%

36

0.2%

Class Climate Evaluation
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1.11)

1.12)

Term Graduating
202020

11.2%

202030

25.7%

202110

63.1%

Campus of Degree
0 - Geosciences

1.13)

0%

1 - Starkville

93.5%

2 - Meridian

2.1%

3 - Vicksburg

0%

4 - Stennis

0%

5 - Academic Outreach

3.3%

6 - Cont Education

0.4%

7 - Veterinary Medicine

0.7%

8 - Study Abroad/Exchange

0%

9 - Independent Study

0%

n=4158
av.=1.2
dev.=0.9

College
1 - Business
2 - Ag & Life Sciences

1.14)

n=4158

2.5%

n=4158
av.=5
dev.=2.1

11%

3 - Architecture, Art & Design

3.6%

4 - Arts & Sciences

27%

5 - Business

15.3%

6 - Education

15.9%

7 - Engineering

20.1%

8 - Forest Resources

2.8%

9 - Veterinary Medicine

0.7%

15 - Academic Affairs

1.2%

Degree
BS - 1Bachelor

66.5%

BA - 1Bachelor

10.7%

BACC - 1Bachelor

2.5%

BAS - 1Bachelor

0.1%

BLA - 1Bachelor

0.5%

BARC - 1Bachelor

1.1%

BFA - 1Bachelor

08/23/2021

1%

BSW - 1Bachelor

0.9%

BBA - 1Bachelor

15.3%

BME - 1Bachelor

0.4%

BAT - 1Bachelor

0%

BUS - 1Bachelor

1.1%

Class Climate Evaluation
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1.15)

Department
199 - School of Accountancy

0.1%

205 - Ag & Bio Engineering

2.5%

220 - Agricultural Economics

1.2%

235 - Animal Dairy Science

1.6%

252 - Food Sci Nutr & Health Prom

0.9%

255 - Human Sciences

2.8%

260 - Plant & Soil Sciences

0.8%

265 - Landscape Architecture

0.8%

275 - Poultry Science

0.6%

280 - Biochem, Molecular Bio, & Entomology/Plant Pathology

1.8%

310 - Art AAD

08/23/2021

1%

320 - Design

0.6%

350 - Architecture

1.1%

360 - Building Construction Science

0.9%

415 - Biological Sciences

4.6%

420 - Chemistry

0.7%

425 - Communication

3.8%

435 - English

0.8%

440 - Foreign Languages

1%

445 - Geosciences

1.7%

450 - History

0.6%

455 - Math & Statistics

0.6%

465 - Philosophy & Religion

0.2%

470 - Physics

0.2%

475 - Political Sci & Pub Admin

1.2%

480 - Psychology

4.3%

485 - Sociology

2.9%

490 - Anthro. & Mid. East. Cultures

0.4%

499 - Dean of Arts & Sciences

3.8%

510 - Accounting

2.4%

530 - Finance & Economics

2.4%

540 - Management & Info Systems

2.3%

550 - Marketing, Quan Anal & Bus. Law

4.9%

599 - Dean of Business

5.7%

610 - Counseling & Educational Psychology

1.2%

620 - Curriculum, Instruction & Special Ed

5.4%

650 - Music

0.4%

660 - Kinesiology

6.5%

670 - Instructional Systems & Workforce Development

2.4%

710 - Aerospace Engineering

1.6%

720 - Chemical Engineering

2.7%

730 - Civil & Environmental Engineering

2.5%

735 - Computer Science & Engineering

3.1%

740 - Electrical & Computer Engineering

2.5%

Class Climate Evaluation
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770 - Industrial & Systems Engineering

1.3%

780 - Mechanical Engineering

4.5%

820 - Forestry

1.3%

840 - Wildlife, Fisheries & Aquaculture

1.4%

860 - Forest Products

1.16)

0%

935 - Veterinary Medicine

0.7%

1501 - Provost Office

1.2%

ACC - Accounting

2.5%

ADS - Animal & Dairy Science

1.6%

AELC - Ag Educ., Leadership & Comm

0.4%

AETB - Ag Eng Tech & Bus

0.6%

Major

AGB - Agribusiness

0.5%

AGS - Agricultural Science

0.5%

AN - Anthropology

0.4%

APSI - Applied Science

0.1%

ARC - Architecture

1.1%

ASE - Aerospace Engineering
AT - Applied Technology

1%
1.6%
0%

BCH - Biochemistry

1.8%

BCS - Building Construction Sci

0.9%

BE - Biological Engineering

0.7%

BIO - Biological Sciences

3.6%

BIS - Business Info Systems

1.1%

BME - Biomedical Engineering

1.2%

BSIS - Interdisciplinary Studies

3.5%

BUAD - Business Administration

5.3%

BUSI - Business Admin-MR

0.4%

CE - Civil Engineering

2.5%

CH - Chemistry

0.7%

CHE - Chemical Engineering

2.4%

CO - Communication

3.8%

CPE - Computer Engineering

0.9%

CRIM - Criminology

1.6%

CS - Computer Science

08/23/2021

1%

AGN - Agronomy

ART - Art

2%

ECAS - Economics-A&S

0.1%

ECO - Business Economics

0.3%

EE - Electrical Engineering

1.6%

EEM - Environmental Econ & M

0.2%

ELED - Elementary Education

3.6%

EN - English

0.8%

EPY - Educational Psychology

1.2%

Class Climate Evaluation
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ESAS - Environmental Sci in Ag System

0.1%

EXED - Special Education

0.5%

FDM - Fashion Design & Merchandising

0.8%

FINA - Finance (Ungrads)

2.1%

FL - Foreign Language
FO - Forestry

1.3%

FSNH - FoodSci,Nutr,HlthPromUG

0.9%

GG - Geoscience

1.7%

GLA - General Lib Arts

08/23/2021

1%

0%

HDFS - Human Development & Family Stu

1.2%

HI - History

0.6%

HO - Horticulture

0.3%

ID - Interior Design

0.6%

IE - Industrial Engineering

1.3%

INDT - Industrial Technology

1.5%

ITS - Information Tech Services

0.9%

KINE - Kinesiology

6.5%

LA - Landscape Architecture

0.5%

LAC - Landscape Contracting

0.3%

MA - Mathematics

0.6%

ME - Mechanical Engineering

4.5%

MEDT - Medical Technology

0.3%

MGT - Management

1.2%

MIC - Microbiology

0.7%

MKT - Marketing

4.9%

MU - Music

0.1%

MUED - Music Education

0.4%

PH - Physics

0.2%

PO - Poultry Science

0.6%

PR - Philosophy

0.2%

PS - Political Science

1.2%

PSY - Psychology

4.3%

PTE - Petroleum Engineering

0.3%

SBP - Sustainable Bioproducts

0%

SE - Software Engineering

1%

SEED - Secondary Education

1.3%

SO - Sociology

0.5%

SW - Social Work

0.9%

USTU - University Studies

1.1%

VMT - Veterinary Med Technology

0.7%

WFA - Wildlife, Fisheries & Aqua

1.4%

Class Climate Evaluation
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1.17)

First Concentration Area
ACS - Am Chemical Society Conc

0.4%

AGCO - Agricultural Communication

0.1%

AGLD - Agricultural Leadership

0.3%

APOM - Applied Poultry Management

08/23/2021

1%

ARO - Aeronautics

1.6%

ASIA - Asian Studies

0.1%

ASO - Astronautics

1.9%

BA - Business Administration

0.8%

BCST - Broadcasting

1.2%

BDJ - Broadcast & Digital Journalism

0.3%

BIED - Biology Education

0.5%

BINF - Bioinformatics

0.2%

BIOM - Biomolecular Engineering

0.5%

BION - Bio-Sci Nursing

0.2%

BIOO - Pre-Optometry

0.2%

BIOP - Bio-Sci Phys Therapy

0.4%

BIOT - Bio-Occupational Therapy

0.1%

BME - Biomedical Engineering

1.3%

BMP - Broadcast Meteorology

0.5%

BOPM - Broadcast & Operational Met

0.6%

BSZ - Zoology

0.2%

BUIN - Business & Industry

0.3%

CER - Ceramics

0.1%

CERD - Chemical Eng Research/Dev

0.1%

CHDV - Child Development

1.5%

CHEP - Chemical Engineering Practice

4.6%

CHPH - Pre-Pharmacy-Chemistry

0.1%

CL - Child Life

0.3%

CLAS - Classics

0.2%

CLE - ConservationLawEnforcement

0.4%

CLEP - ClinicalExercisePhysiology

7.1%

CMGT - Communication Mgt

0.9%

CONB - Conservation Biology

0.1%

DENT - Pre-Dental

0.8%

DPD - Design & Product Development

0.6%

DRAW - Painting/Drawing

0.2%

ECHD - Early Childhood

0.5%

EHS - Event & Hospitality Services

0.1%

EMGT - Enterprise Management

0.2%

ENCO - EnvironmentalConservation

0.4%

ENED - English Education

1%

ENGS - EnvironmentalGeoscience

0.5%

ENT - Entomology

0.1%

ENVE - Environmental Engineering

1.1%

Class Climate Evaluation
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08/23/2021

FAMS - Family Science

0.2%

FCSE - Fam & Consumer Sci Teacher Ed

0.1%

FINE - Fine Arts

0.2%

FLMG - Floral Management

0.3%

FLOR - Floriculture & Ornamental

0.2%

FN - Food & Nutrition

1.9%

FOMG - Forest Management

1.5%

FOSC - Forensic Sciences

0.5%

FRN - French

0.5%

FRVP - Fruit & Vegetable Production

0.1%

FSTP - Food Science Tech-Processing

0.2%

GGP - Professional Geology

0.3%

GIS - Geographic Info Systems

0.2%

GPHY - Geography

0.2%

GR - German

0.1%

GRPH - Art-Graphic Design

1.3%

GSTM - Golf & Sports Turf Mgt

0.2%

HA - Healthcare Administration

0.1%

HFS - Health Fitness Studies

0.7%

HWI - Human-Wildlife Interaction

0.2%

IAUT - Industrial Automation

1.7%

IB - International Business

1.4%

ICM - Integrated Crop Mgt

0.6%

IDIS - Industrial Distribution

0.2%

IDM - Integrated Digital Marketing

1.6%

IPM - Integrated Pest Management

0.2%

JOUR - Journalism

0.7%

LAW - Pre-Law

0.4%

MAED - Mathematics Education

0.6%

MDSC - Middle School

7.4%

MED - Pre-Medicine

4.8%

MERC - Merchandising

1.1%

MFMA - Manufacturing&Maintenance

1.5%

MGT - Management

1.8%

MUI - Instrumental

0.6%

MUV - Vocal

0.3%

NM - Neuromechanics

2.4%

NREM - Nat Resources & Env Mgt

0.2%

OMP - Operational Meteorology

0.1%

PDJ - Print & Digital Journalism

0.4%

PECO - Physical Education & Coaching

0.9%

PF - Performance Fitness

0.8%

PGM - PGA Golf Management

1.1%

PHOT - Photography

0.2%

PMED - Pre-Med (Chemistry)

0.2%

Class Climate Evaluation
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PMET - Professional Meteorology

1.5%

PMGT - Production Management

0.6%

POLL - Policy & Law

0.1%

PPHR - Pre-Pharmacy-Biochemistry

0.5%

PRAG - Precision Agriculture

0.5%

PREL - Public Relations

4.5%

PROD - Production

0.4%

PVBC - Pre-Veterinary-Biochemistry

0.3%

PVSB - Pre-Veterinary-Bio Science

1.8%

PVSC - Pre-Veterinary/Science-ADS

0.5%

PVSM - Pre-Veterinary-Microbiology

0.2%

REL - Religion

0.4%

RMI - Risk Management and Insurance

1.2%

SCI - Science

0.5%

SCM - Supply Chain Management

1.7%

SGEO - Surveying/Geomatics

0.3%

SOSI - Soil Science

0.1%

SP - Spanish

1.4%

SPAD - Sports Administration

1.1%

SPVS - Poultry-Science & Pre Vet Sci

0.2%

SS - Sport Studies

1.4%

SSED - Social Studies Education

0.7%

SVTS - Science/Veterinary Science

2.1%

TC - Teaching Concentration (AIS)

0.4%

THEA - Theatre

0.4%

URBN - Urban Forestry

0.1%

WFMG - Wildlife Management

1.18)

WLAC - Wildlife Ag Conservation

0.1%

WLFS - Wildlife & Fisheries Science

1.8%

WLVM - Wildlife Veterinary Medicine

0.6%

YD - Youth Development

0.5%

Yes

100%

COOP Student

No

1.19)

n=171
av.=1
dev.=0

0%

College Student with Disabilities
Yes
No

1.20)

1%

100%

n=306
av.=1
dev.=0

0%

University Honors College Student
Yes
No

08/23/2021
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1.21)

Veteran Student
Yes

100%

No

1.22)

n=533
av.=1
dev.=0

0%

Student Athlete
Yes

100%

No

n=61
av.=1
dev.=0

0%

2. Future Plans
2.1)

What is MOST LIKELY to be your principal activity upon graduation?
Employment, full-time paid

62.4%

Employment, part-time paid

3.1%

Graduate or professional school, full-time

27.8%

Graduate or professional school, part-time

2.4%

Additional undergraduate coursework

0.8%

Military service

1.4%

Volunteer activity (e.g., Peace Corps)

0.3%

Starting or raising a family

0.3%

Other, please specify:

1.5%

n=4158
av.=1.9
dev.=1.5

3. Instruction and Life-Skills Obtained at MSU
Please indicate how satisfied you are with what you have learned or attained at MSU for each item below:
3.1)

3.2)

3.3)

3.4)

3.5)

Knowledge and application of latest technologies (e.g., computer skills)

Knowledge and application of mathematics, scientific methods, and related
quantitative skills

Understanding and appreciation of fine arts

Understanding of human achievements and human conditions (humanities)

Development of effective communication skills (written and oral)

0.6%

12.2%

46.1%

39%
Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.4%

1%

12.4%

45%

41.2%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.7%

1.9%

25.6%

38.2%

33.6%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.5%

1.5%

18.3%

41.5%

38.2%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.3%

0.8%

9.4%

40.3%

49.3%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

08/23/2021

2.1%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Class Climate Evaluation

2

3

4

n=4158
av.=4.2
dev.=0.8

n=4158
av.=4.3
dev.=0.7

n=4158
av.=4
dev.=0.9

n=4158
av.=4.2
dev.=0.8

n=4158
av.=4.4
dev.=0.7
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3.6)

3.7)

3.8)

3.9)

3.10)

3.11)

3.12)

3.13)

3.14)

3.15)

3.16)

3.17)

Application of critical-thinking and problem-solving skills

Development of leadership skills

Learning to think and work independently

Participation in meaningful group/interdisciplinary learning experiences

Participation in undergraduate research or other scholarly experiences

Pre-graduation engagement in professional experiences (internships, co-op
programs, etc.) and professional societies/organizations

Appreciation for cultural diversity

Understanding of human behavior and social structures, processes, and
institutions

Tolerance for opposing points of view

Appreciation of natural resources and their sustainability

Development of personal honor and integrity

Development of a commitment for life-long learning

0.3%

6.5%

37.2%

55.3%
Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.4%

1.3%

10.5%

35.7%

52.1%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.3%

0.6%

5.4%

34%

59.7%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.8%

1.7%

10.5%

37.6%

49.5%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

1.4%

3.7%

25.9%

32.2%

36.7%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

1.9%

4.4%

20.6%

31.4%

41.7%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.7%

1.3%

15.4%

36.7%

45.9%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.3%

0.8%

14%

41%

43.8%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.6%

1.8%

12.2%

39.6%

45.9%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.6%

1.7%

15.1%

39.3%

43.2%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.3%

0.5%

8.2%

37%

53.9%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.5%

0.9%

8.3%

34.8%

55.4%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

08/23/2021

0.6%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Class Climate Evaluation

2

3

4

n=4158
av.=4.5
dev.=0.7

n=4158
av.=4.4
dev.=0.8

n=4158
av.=4.5
dev.=0.7

n=4158
av.=4.3
dev.=0.8

n=4158
av.=4
dev.=0.9

n=4158
av.=4.1
dev.=1

n=4158
av.=4.3
dev.=0.8

n=4158
av.=4.3
dev.=0.8

n=4158
av.=4.3
dev.=0.8

n=4158
av.=4.2
dev.=0.8

n=4158
av.=4.4
dev.=0.7

n=4158
av.=4.4
dev.=0.7
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3.18)

Enhancement of my development into a mature, informed, responsible citizen

0.4%

0.6%

6.8%

34%

58.2%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

2.2%

4.4%

15.3%

38%

40.1%

n=4158
av.=4.5
dev.=0.7

4. Quality of Academic Advising Obtained at MSU
Please rate your satisfaction with each of these items. If you have no experience with any of these, check NA.
4.1)

4.2)

4.3)

4.4)

4.5)

4.6)

4.7)

4.8)

4.9)

4.10)

4.11)

Orientation Advising

College advising office

Faculty advisor in my department

Academic athletic advisor

Web-based information

Catalogs/other printed materials

The University Academic Advising Center

Electronic degree audits

Correct information on program/degree requirements

Information provided for future career plans

Availability of advisor (email, telephone, etc.) outside scheduled sessions

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

1.8%

4.5%

16.2%

36.8%

40.7%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

2.3%

4.5%

11.4%

31.8%

50.1%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.8%

1.7%

33.8%

26.1%

37.6%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

1%

3.1%

19.6%

42.8%

33.5%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.8%

2.3%

25.1%

38.6%

33.2%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

1%

2.5%

23.3%

36.3%

36.9%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.8%

1.9%

26.5%

35%

35.8%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

1.5%

3.6%

15.4%

39.2%

40.4%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

2.5%

6.9%

18.8%

36.7%

35.1%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

1.7%

3.2%

11.4%

33.2%

50.6%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

08/23/2021

Class Climate Evaluation

2

3

4

n=3931
av.=4.1
dev.=1
ab.=227

n=3921
av.=4.1
dev.=1
ab.=237

n=4099
av.=4.2
dev.=1
ab.=59

n=2208
av.=4
dev.=0.9
ab.=1950

n=4041
av.=4
dev.=0.9
ab.=117

n=3819
av.=4
dev.=0.9
ab.=339

n=3485
av.=4.1
dev.=0.9
ab.=673

n=3254
av.=4
dev.=0.9
ab.=904

n=4061
av.=4.1
dev.=0.9
ab.=97

n=4056
av.=3.9
dev.=1
ab.=102

n=4103
av.=4.3
dev.=0.9
ab.=55
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4.12)

Overall academic advisement

1.7%

4.1%

11.8%

39.1%

43.2%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

n=4139
av.=4.2
dev.=0.9
ab.=19

5

Please answer the following question concerning frequency of advising.
4.13)

On average, how often did you receive advising from your advisor during each semester ?
Never

1.2%

Once

49.9%

2-3 times

38.9%

4-5 times

6%

More than 5 times

4%

n=4158
av.=2.6
dev.=0.8

5. Quality of Student Services Obtained at MSU
Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following services on campus. If you have no experience with a particular unit, please select NA.
5.1)

5.2)

5.3)

5.4)

5.5)

5.6)

5.7)

5.8)

Office of Admissions and Scholarships

MSU Bookstore, Barnes and Noble

Center for Student Involvement (Greek Life, Student Organizations)

Campus Dining Services

Student Financial Aid

Holmes Cultural Diversity Center

The Learning Center

MSU Police Department

1%

14.8%

42.7%

38.7%
Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

2%

4.5%

17%

40.7%

35.9%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

1.3%

2.4%

22.5%

32.9%

40.9%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

1.6%

3.1%

16.8%

43%

35.5%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

2%

3.8%

18%

40.4%

35.7%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.8%

0.8%

27.7%

32.1%

38.7%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.4%

0.9%

24.3%

36.1%

38.2%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

2.5%

3.2%

22.4%

35%

36.9%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

08/23/2021

2.7%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Class Climate Evaluation

2

3

4

n=3939
av.=4.2
dev.=0.8
ab.=219

n=3986
av.=4
dev.=0.9
ab.=172

n=3101
av.=4.1
dev.=0.9
ab.=1057

n=3713
av.=4.1
dev.=0.9
ab.=445

n=3762
av.=4
dev.=0.9
ab.=396

n=2522
av.=4.1
dev.=0.9
ab.=1636

n=2913
av.=4.1
dev.=0.8
ab.=1245

n=3231
av.=4
dev.=1
ab.=927
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5.9)

5.10)

5.11)

5.12)

5.13)

5.14)

5.15)

5.16)

5.17)

5.18)

5.19)

5.20)

Student Housing and Residence Life

Sanderson Center/Recreational Sports

Student Counseling Services

Student Health Center

Student events sponsored by Campus Activities Board (CAB) or Music
Makers

University Libraries

Office of Parking Services

MSU Transit (Shuttle Services)

Shackouls Honors College

Athletic events

Business Office (Student Account Services)

Career Center

1.6%

19.7%

37.7%

36.6%
Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.8%

2.2%

11.5%

40.5%

45.1%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

2.1%

3.2%

22.4%

33%

39.3%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

1.4%

3.6%

14.5%

37.2%

43.3%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.6%

1.1%

22.5%

34.9%

40.9%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.3%

0.9%

10.2%

40%

48.6%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

22%

15%

20.3%

21.5%

21.2%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

1.5%

2.7%

17.5%

38.4%

39.9%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

1.6%

2.4%

31.6%

31.2%

33.3%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.8%

1.2%

12.9%

36.5%

48.6%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

1.3%

1.8%

22.7%

37.7%

36.4%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.8%

2.3%

19.8%

36.9%

40.2%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

08/23/2021

4.4%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Class Climate Evaluation

2

3

4

n=3401
av.=4
dev.=0.9
ab.=757

n=3763
av.=4.3
dev.=0.8
ab.=395

n=2785
av.=4
dev.=1
ab.=1373

n=3563
av.=4.2
dev.=0.9
ab.=595

n=3096
av.=4.1
dev.=0.8
ab.=1062

n=3966
av.=4.4
dev.=0.7
ab.=192

n=3818
av.=3
dev.=1.4
ab.=340

n=3471
av.=4.1
dev.=0.9
ab.=687

n=2424
av.=3.9
dev.=0.9
ab.=1734

n=3742
av.=4.3
dev.=0.8
ab.=416

n=3486
av.=4.1
dev.=0.9
ab.=672

n=3498
av.=4.1
dev.=0.9
ab.=660
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5.21)

5.22)

Health Education Wellness

Writing Center

0.8%

1.1%

21.1%

37.4%

39.6%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.6%

1.3%

22.3%

37.1%

38.8%

Strongly Dissatisfied

Strongly Satisfied

1

2

3

4

5

0.6%

1.7%

7.9%

39.5%

50.3%

n=3248
av.=4.1
dev.=0.8
ab.=910

n=3020
av.=4.1
dev.=0.8
ab.=1138

6. Quality of the Undergraduate Experience at MSU
Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.
6.1)

6.2)

6.3)

6.4)

6.5)

6.6)

6.7)

6.8)

6.9)

6.10)

I received quality instruction from MSU faculty.

The Student Association represented my concerns.

I was exposed to different cultures and backgrounds.

The faculty and administrators at MSU represent diverse ethnic and racial
groups.

Opportunities for volunteer or community service work were available at
MSU.

Computer labs and technology resources met my needs.

I felt safe on campus.

The general campus climate at MSU is welcoming to all.

My overall extracurricular experience at MSU was positive.

My overall academic experience within my degree at MSU was positive.

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

2.4%

5%

34.1%

27.5%

30.9%

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

0.4%

2.1%

10.4%

38.4%

48.6%

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

0.7%

2.3%

11.8%

37.7%

47.6%

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

0.6%

0.9%

13.9%

38.1%

46.5%

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

0.9%

1.2%

11.9%

39%

47%

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

0.7%

1%

8.1%

36%

54.1%

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

0.6%

1.2%

8.2%

32.7%

57.3%

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

0.8%

1.3%

11.3%

33.1%

53.5%

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

0.7%

2.2%

8.1%

36%

53.1%

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

1

08/23/2021

Class Climate Evaluation

2

3

4

n=4158
av.=4.4
dev.=0.8

n=4158
av.=3.8
dev.=1

n=4158
av.=4.3
dev.=0.8

n=4158
av.=4.3
dev.=0.8

n=4158
av.=4.3
dev.=0.8

n=4158
av.=4.3
dev.=0.8

n=4158
av.=4.4
dev.=0.7

n=4158
av.=4.4
dev.=0.7

n=4158
av.=4.4
dev.=0.8

n=4158
av.=4.4
dev.=0.8
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6.11)

6.12)

If I had to do it over again, I would attend MSU.

My education stressed the importance of writing.

1.4%

3.1%

9.5%

28.1%

57.9%

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

0.9%

4.7%

17.9%

34.9%

41.5%

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

n=4158
av.=4.4
dev.=0.9

n=4158
av.=4.1
dev.=0.9

5

7. General comments about your experience at MSU
Dear Student:
The information collected above about your future plans and your experiences at Mississippi State University, along with demographic information about you (such as race, gender, major,
GPA, number of transfer hours, and hometown) will be used to improve programs at MSU for future students. In addition to using this information for internal purposes at MSU however,
there may also be opportunities to use it for research purposes to improve programs both at MSU and other institutions. If you agree to allow the use of this information for research, your
name and other direct identifiers will be removed before the information is analyzed. While it is possible some respondents could be identified indirectly from this information through
University records, the researchers have no intent to link answers back to any individual student. Please note your approval to use your responses for research is completely voluntary.
Refusal to allow us to use data for research will have absolutely no impact on your standing at MSU or your application for graduation. The reported results of that research will not include
your name or any other way to identify you. There are no anticipated risks associated with your participation.
If you have questions about the research, please feel free to contact the Office of the Provost at 662-325-3742. If you have questions about your rights as a research participant, you may
contact the MSU Institutional Review Board at 662-325-2238. You may print out this page for your records.

08/23/2021
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Profile
Compilation:

2020-2021-Overall Results-Undergraduate Exit Survey Results

Values used in the profile line: Mean

3. Instruction and Life-Skills Obtained at MSU

3.1)

3.2)

3.3)

3.4)

3.5)

3.6)

3.7)

3.8)

3.9)

3.10)

3.11)

3.12)

3.13)

3.14)

3.15)

3.16)

3.17)

3.18)

Knowledge and application of latest
technologies (e.g., computer skills)

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.2

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

Knowledge and application of mathematics,
scientific methods, and related quantitative
skills
Understanding and appreciation of fine arts

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.3

md=4.0

dev.=0.7

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.0

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Understanding of human achievements and
human conditions (humanities)

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.2

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

Development of effective communication skills
(written and oral)

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.4

md=4.0

dev.=0.7

Application of critical-thinking and problemsolving skills

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.5

md=5.0

dev.=0.7

Development of leadership skills

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.4

md=5.0

dev.=0.8

Learning to think and work independently

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.5

md=5.0

dev.=0.7

Participation in meaningful group/
interdisciplinary learning experiences

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.3

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

Participation in undergraduate research or
other scholarly experiences

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.0

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Pre-graduation engagement in professional
experiences (internships, co-op programs, etc.)
and professional societies/organizations
Appreciation for cultural diversity

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=1.0

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.3

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

Understanding of human behavior and social
structures, processes, and institutions

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.3

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

Tolerance for opposing points of view

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.3

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

Appreciation of natural resources and their
sustainability

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.2

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

Development of personal honor and integrity

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.4

md=5.0

dev.=0.7

Development of a commitment for life-long
learning

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.4

md=5.0

dev.=0.7

Enhancement of my development into a
mature, informed, responsible citizen

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4158

av.=4.5

md=5.0

dev.=0.7

4. Quality of Academic Advising Obtained at MSU

4.1)

4.2)

4.3)

Orientation Advising

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3931

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=1.0

College advising office

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3921

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=1.0

Faculty advisor in my department

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4099

av.=4.2

md=5.0

dev.=1.0

08/23/2021
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4.4)

4.5)

4.6)

4.7)

4.8)

4.9)

4.10)

4.11)

4.12)

Academic athletic advisor

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=2208

av.=4.0

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Web-based information

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4041

av.=4.0

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Catalogs/other printed materials

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3819

av.=4.0

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

The University Academic Advising Center

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3485

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Electronic degree audits

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3254

av.=4.0

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Correct information on program/degree
requirements

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4061

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Information provided for future career plans

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4056

av.=3.9

md=4.0

dev.=1.0

Availability of advisor (email, telephone, etc.)
outside scheduled sessions

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4103

av.=4.3

md=5.0

dev.=0.9

Overall academic advisement

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=4139

av.=4.2

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

5. Quality of Student Services Obtained at MSU

5.1)

5.2)

5.3)

5.4)

5.5)

5.6)

5.7)

5.8)

5.9)

5.10)

5.11)

5.12)

5.13)

5.14)

5.15)

5.16)

5.17)

5.18)

Office of Admissions and Scholarships

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3939

av.=4.2

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

MSU Bookstore, Barnes and Noble

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3986

av.=4.0

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Center for Student Involvement (Greek Life,
Student Organizations)

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3101

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Campus Dining Services

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3713

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Student Financial Aid

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3762

av.=4.0

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Holmes Cultural Diversity Center

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=2522

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

The Learning Center

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=2913

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

MSU Police Department

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3231

av.=4.0

md=4.0

dev.=1.0

Student Housing and Residence Life

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3401

av.=4.0

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Sanderson Center/Recreational Sports

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3763

av.=4.3

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

Student Counseling Services

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=2785

av.=4.0

md=4.0

dev.=1.0

Student Health Center

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3563

av.=4.2

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Student events sponsored by Campus
Activities Board (CAB) or Music Makers

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3096

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

University Libraries

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3966

av.=4.4

md=4.0

dev.=0.7

Office of Parking Services

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3818

av.=3.0

md=3.0

dev.=1.4

MSU Transit (Shuttle Services)

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3471

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Shackouls Honors College

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=2424

av.=3.9

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Athletic events

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3742

av.=4.3

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

08/23/2021
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5.19)

5.20)

5.21)

5.22)

Business Office (Student Account Services)

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3486

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Career Center

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3498

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

Health Education Wellness

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3248

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

Writing Center

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied

n=3020

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

n=4158

av.=4.4

md=5.0

dev.=0.8

n=4158

av.=3.8

md=4.0

dev.=1.0

n=4158

av.=4.3

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

n=4158

av.=4.3

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

n=4158

av.=4.3

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

n=4158

av.=4.3

md=4.0

dev.=0.8

n=4158

av.=4.4

md=5.0

dev.=0.7

n=4158

av.=4.4

md=5.0

dev.=0.7

n=4158

av.=4.4

md=5.0

dev.=0.8

n=4158

av.=4.4

md=5.0

dev.=0.8

n=4158

av.=4.4

md=5.0

dev.=0.9

n=4158

av.=4.1

md=4.0

dev.=0.9

6. Quality of the Undergraduate Experience at MSU

6.1)

6.2)

6.3)

6.4)

6.5)

6.6)

6.7)

6.8)

6.9)

6.10)

6.11)

6.12)

I received quality instruction from MSU faculty.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree

The Student Association represented my
concerns.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree

I was exposed to different cultures and
backgrounds.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree

The faculty and administrators at MSU
represent diverse ethnic and racial groups.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree

Opportunities for volunteer or community
service work were available at MSU.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree

Computer labs and technology resources met
my needs.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree

I felt safe on campus.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree

The general campus climate at MSU is
welcoming to all.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree

My overall extracurricular experience at MSU
was positive.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree

My overall academic experience within my
degree at MSU was positive.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree

If I had to do it over again, I would attend MSU.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree

My education stressed the importance of
writing.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
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Comments Report
2. Future Plans
2.2)

Other, please specify:
Accelerated Nursing Program
Additional School
Bachelors in Cybersecurity
Child-birth, and obtaining a full-time job
Complete nursing school
Cosmetology School (2 Counts)
Delayed Military Service and Graduate school
Either Full Time Employment or Military
Employment (part-time paid) & raising a family
Employment Full Time and Graduate Full Time
Employment Full Time and Graduate School at MSU
Employment, full-time paid / self-employed
Entrepreneurship
Full time employment and part time graduate school (2 Counts)
Full-time employment and National Guard
Full-time paid employment and grad school
Gap year before grad school
Graduate school and work full time
Graduate school and work fulltime
Graduate school or Another undergrad degree
Helping with Family affairs
Homemaker
Internship
Internship, part-time
Job searching or graduate school
Kanakuk Institute
Looking for a job (2 Counts)
Lost my job due to COVID19
Managing and developing the family business
N/A
NA
NFL
Professional athlete
Required Internship
Retirement
Searching for an Internship in New York.
Self Employed
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Self-Employed
Self-employment, full time
Spring Internship then Graduate school full time (2 Counts)
Start on my own business
Starting Business
Starting my own business
Take time to decide how I will use my degree.
Unemployed
Work part time and attend grad school
complete certificate program
create and build a brand for myself and endeavors
dont know yet
employment full time paid, continue school later
employment, full-time & graduate school, full-time
full time Internship
nursing school
program to obtain PTA degree
selling fruit under the highway
startup
travling

7. General comments about your experience at MSU
7.1)

Comments and Suggestions (Limit 500 characters):
-Get better parking lots and don't put a parking garage where literally no one wants to park wtf -Create a program that allows people to graduate faster with less bullshit classes. "Why do I
need to know plant science as a theatre major?" it's a waste of
. (4 Counts)
10/10 Recommend
5.11 sums it up. If I had to do it over again, I would attend MSU. Or should I say, I wish I could do it over again, just so I could attend MSU for the first time all over.
500 characters is not enough, but: MSU needs to take the concerns of its professors more seriously, as truly brilliant minds are leaving to work for other colleges and the quality of
education has only decreased since my freshman year. Additionally, MSU could stand to implement sensitivity training classes, as I have sat many lectures where openly derogatory
comments are made. I say these things with no malice; There is something special at MSU and I don't want to see it lost to complacen
500 characters to describe my four years here is very inadequate, a word that properly reflects my experiences at MSU.I have dozens of experiences that were negative, but if I had to
comment about one, it would be the time that Antoinette Hayden failed my well-written Comp 2 final paper because of it having a moderately conservative theme concerning taxation. More
importantly, MSU's failure to even attempt to represent Mississippi values is disgraceful.
A great university, I'm very glad I attended Mississippi State. Over the past 3 and 1/2 years I've only had one member of the faculty that I thought was inadequate. The faculty set high
standards for themselves, and I never had a teacher that wasn't fully prepared and able to help students.
A lot of my professors wanted to challenge you so much that you failed. They took the fun out of learning and did not even bother to make their own lectures. The majority of lectures and
exams I encountered at MSU we're clearly from other universities and professors. I have only had 6-8 professors that were amazing and went above and beyond, and that I find
troublesome. More emphasis should be put on learning not just receiving A, B, C, D, or F in a class.
A student should be able to use their flex dollars for their books.
A very welcoming atmosphere from when I toured up until graduation. I would always recommend MSU
ADS internships should either pay the interns or provide them with actual learning experiences. DUO causes added problems.
Absolute DREAM! Thanks MSU!
Advising could be better. The classes Spring semester of 2020 were cut short. Many teachers decided to just give a final exam. The exam covering material that we knew nothing about.
Favoritism in the class room is very obvious. Some teachers treated students differently based on their species interest. I focused on Equine and did not receive the same help as other
students that focused on Dairy Cattle. I would receive the advice that I should simply "try harder" or "study more".
Advising is a joke. Why am i coming to advising with my schedule already filled out. Does that not defeat the purpose of being "advised". If advisors arent going to do anything stop wasting
peoples time with it and just release them. Everything else was ok though. I enjoyed being here at Mississippi State.
Advising should be revised. Professors as a group, are great on campus but they are here to teach, not advise. My department only has one academic advisor for all of the department...
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Professors are not prepared to take care of students needs, which personally left me in school longer than originally planned. There should be a plan for advisors to help students get in and
out ASAP.
After serving my country for eight years I learned one thing. That I did not want to be in the military for life. I wanted to do something else that I would enjoy for the rest of my life. That is
why I came to college to learn a new skill and be able to apply what I've learned to a job that wouldn't be considered a job to me. My experience at MSU has shown me that I have many
options available to me in the civilian world.
All is well!
All the websites I used were really DEEP. Too many clicks to get to any information, and some of the links were broken.
Almost none of the outdoor lights around the art department are functional. The buildings in the art department are practically falling apart. Most professors tell you to google or youtube
questions instead of directly answering themselves. Still not over the time a professor called me a bitch to my face in class.
Although I appreciate the effort that MSU puts into pushing for diversity, there are still some improvement to be made. I have been at MSU since fall 2017, and I changed my major twice. I
was in two different colleges, but I have not had a professor that looks like me. I bring this up because I know that it makes a great difference for minorities to have professors that can
relate to their personal experience. We need minorities to thrive here instead of simply surviving.
Amazing experience with MSU!!
An absolutely amazing school, I've really enjoyed my time here
Appalling lack of access to university resources and laboratory environments disconcerting
As I look back on my time here at MSU, I can honestly say I learned as much about myself as I did about my major. My biggest problem with MSU was how advisors did not help me layout
my plan for graduation very well. The details of who my advisor was as well as the plan to graduate was not shown clearly. Also, New Maroon Camp is the best thing I experienced at MSU.
If there was a way to help fund it and make it even better, it would serve every new student tremendously.
As a student who had never lived in the south and had not lived in the United States for 10 years prior, I would say that MSU quickly became from home. I have never met more people who
were as welcoming and inclusive as people at MSU. I truly enjoyed every moment I had here at Mississippi State.
As a transfer from another technical university, the environment at MSU was much more enriching and engaging academically.
As a transfer student I was not introduced to all of the services the campus had to offer.
As a transfer student, it was so difficult to fit in and find opportunities for growth. A lot of things were for freshmen. I heard from my advisor one time in two years. I only received one
advising appointment, which was my first semester. She never responded to my many emails. I mentioned switching majors to her, and she told me I could not. Most of the professors have
the ? I get paid either way? attitude, while students are struggling and asking for help.
As a transfer student, my two years at Mississippi State University were great. I have no complaints upon reflection of my academic journey at MSU.
As a transfer, it was scary coming to a big university and understanding what my role at MSU was. My first year and all of the years here at MSU have been a huge blessing to me. Thankful
for the friends and faculty that helped me with the process of transferring and learning more about this beautiful campus. Hail State and bless this family that I have grown to be apart of!!
As an out of state student, whose first time on campus was orientation, MSU quickly became my home away from home. I'm extremely blessed to have been surrounded and embraced by
this university- staff, faculty, fellow students, and friends- for these four and half years. My time at MSU has come to an end and it is a bittersweet feeling moving on to the next chapter of
life. Not only with the preparation the university has provided me, but with great bulldog pride in my heart.
As my time at MSU progressed I gradually got the feeling that the majority of my classes were becoming memorization games just for tests instead of developing critical thinking skills.
Class content heavily felt copy and pasted from textbook distributors and the lecture styles of professors who relied on those resources was lazy and cheapened. While MSU has offered
me many opportunities it often felt like the school saw me as a dollar sign instead of as a student pursuing learning.
Aside from the COVID-19 situation, continue to provide more online class opportunities for students. Some students perform better in an online setting. This will also help the campus
parking situation which has been an issue in the past.
At least 3 times a week for the past four years something would make me think "Wow I'm so glad I go to school here". I think I would be a different person if I had gone to school
somewhere else.
Attending MSU has been one of the highlights of my life so far. If I had to do it all again, and I would, I would most definitely attend MSU.
Attending MSU was the best decision of my life.
Attending Mississippi State University has been the best experience in my life. I would do it all over again if I could.
Attending Mississippi State has not only challenged me but helped me develop into a more intelligent and mature person about to begin my career. Being from Washington D.C., going to
school here has been new in many ways for me, however extremely fulfilling and enjoyable.
AttendingMAttending was the best decision I made in my college career. Loved it.
BSIS advisors and Plant and Soil science advisor were absolutely amazing. I had the worst experience with the account services and the scholarship office. They told me I didn't owe
anything and voided my check, then called because my balance was overdue and made me pay what they told me i did not owe. I was told 3 different finial balances before i was finally
able to get everything strait after 3 weeks.
Bad classes were due to bad professors. I do not think students have much agency in reporting professors when it matters, such as the beginning of the semester. Instructor surveys are a
good idea, but they only help the students that come after. Channels should be created to foster opportunities for students to address a professor's teaching habits during the semester. We
can only drop the class ?Çô prolonging graduation - or risk upsetting the person responsible for our grades.
Band/Applied Music courses should count as a fine art credit Procedures (like the use of Canvas or WebEx) should be more standardized within departments Expand elective list and
course equivalents More Forensic course/ expend Forensics Science into its own major
Becoming a MSU Alumni has always been a dream of mine and thank Mississippi State Univeristy for helping me achieve this goal. I had great time while attending MSU and has been an
amazing experience for me.
Being a third generation bulldog, it was always agreed that I would go to MSU. I knew the traditions, the campus, and the welcoming environment when I came to MSU, but as I entered the
campus as a student, my perspective changed. MSU truly pushes me as an individual to seek out integrity, diversity, and insight in everything I do. From academics to lifestyle, MSU has
shaped me into the person I'm meant to be.
Being a transfer student is incredibly hard here at state. There is little to no advising in the CS department, and I was mostly on my own with everything. I even had an advisor straight up
tell me that the way classes were set up were not for transfer students. Some people have to go to community college for 2 years, and that should not be a punishment. I feel like it hurt me
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a lot to go to Holmes when it should have been a really good thing for me.
Being apart of The Famous Maroon Band was the highlight of MSU. I will miss it very much.
Being at Mississippi State University has truly been a dream come true. Ever since I stepped foot on the MSU campus while being in FFA from the Brooklyn FFA Chapter in South
Mississippi I fell in love with the campus and in 2016 I was admitted. Once a Bulldog Always a Bulldog! Hail State!!
Being from out of state, Mississippi State University provided me with teamwork, communication, leadership, and problem-solving skills that I will use in my everyday life. The Starkville
community was very welcoming and supported their school with a tremendous amount of pride. The faculty and staff I encountered were very accommodating and kind when working with
each one of them. Overall, I enjoyed completing my undergraduate at Mississippi State University!
Best college experience of my life! I get to walk away with memories, learned experiences, and life long friends.
Best decision I ever made was to be a bulldog. Hail State!
Best decision ever transferring here. Hail State forever!
Best four years of my life here at Mississippi State University.
Best of my life!
Best time of my life
Best undergraduate experience ever. Thank you Mississippi State <3
Best years
Better parking options for students. Make the parking colors easier to track where we can park like sign instead of students having to memorize the parking map.
Build us some parking garages please.
Change the name of Old Main. No building should be named after the original Old Main. It causes the rich history of the Chapel of Memories to
be ambiguous and confusing. Tear down Butler Hall and replace it with a nice state-of-the-art building that would be expected for a world-class Computer Science and Engineering
department. Hail State!
Building Construction Science needs a full scale external audit.
Bulldog for life!!!
CHEGG IS YOUR BEST FRIEND, THAT $15 IS THE BEST INVESTMENT YOU CAN MAKE. IT WILL SAVE YOUR COLLEGE CAREER.
Charging full tuition for online schooling is unfair due to the out off class resources and experience that were lost.
Choosing MSU was one of the best decisions I have ever made. MSU has been like my second family, even though I attended virtually as a distance learner. This school will forever be a
part of who I am moving forward.
Club Sports and Steven Knecht specifically provided as little assistance as possible to our club sports program. Never asked our club in 4 years how he could use his position to assist our
club or players, but was VERY quick to reach out directly when a problem came up. Seemingly refuses to allow our club lacrosse team to practice at the rectangular Sportsplex field which
has been requested for 4 years straight. It was 4 years of disappointment since all I wanted to do was grow the club.
Coming from Louisiana and not knowing a thing about Miss state at the time was very scary. But I absolutely love this school. Iv'e had the best college experience a kid could ask for. The
Ag Econ department is absolute fantastic with wonderful faculty and staff. I love this school and will always be a bulldog. I hope to send my future kids here one day. Hail State
Coming from out of state, I enjoyed everything about my experience at Mississippi State and in Starkville. MSU introduced me to new friends, unique opportunities, and gave me a platform
to pursue a career in a field in media or athletics. If I had to do it over, I would choose to attend Mississippi State.
Coming here was the best decision of my life. I loved every second of my time here and would do it all again if I could.
Coming to MSU was the best decision I ever made.
Coming to Mississippi State was one of the best decisions I have made. i have learned a lot of things educational and also about myself.
Community College prepared me more for this college more than any other college from my understanding. I felt at home despite being a transfer.
Continue to improve on the progress MSU has made during my time as a student.
Continue working on diversity especially with faculty and staff, and in extracurricular activities and organizations on campus.
Couldn't have asked for a better college experience!
Couldn't have pictured going to college anywhere else. Hail State!
Covid-19 really killed everything. My school experience went down hill and I think I learned a lot less online than I did in person. We cannot help that a pandemic ruined that, but my time
at MSU pre Covid was an amazing experience other than one big mistake my advisor led me to doing. It set me back a little bit, but I was able to recover without having to spend any extra
money on another semester.
Cut down all the pine trees.
Dining services did a horrible job with payments because they kept $600 of my own money from a meal plan I did not use.
Do not have Dr. Bammann be an advisor for Mechanical Engineering Undergrads. He told me one semester it was not his job to help me understand what to expect out of a course load
that we had just set into place. I was very releaved when I transitioned to Ms. Dixon and received good guidance.
Do your best while you can and keep walking on the path you are on
Don't alter the curriculum for a major after orientation presented something very different, offer all the core classes EVERY semester, and plan classes so that multiple core classes that
only have one offering have the same time slot.
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Dorms are a scam, make them cheaper and make doing laundry free. Please stop paving literally every scenic area on campus for a parking lot and finish the parking garage. Graduates
from my department can't find jobs. Other than that, I had a positive experience here at MSU.
Dr. Brandy Roberts needs to learn more about advising.
Dr. Rahimi is the best department head one could ask for. Potential CSE students should know who he is very well when entering the school.
Dr. Randall Little is a the best advisor/ mentor this university has ever seen, in my opinion.
During my time as Mississippi State University I learned an abundant amount of useful information for my chose field of work, there were a few instances where certain teachers did not
create a friendly learning atmosphere and were often not as willing to help the class. Overall my experience at MSU was good and due to some teachers were more than willing to help
encourage us along the journey.
Each semester I received a new advisor who did not know anything about me up until mid junior year. I truly believe that because of this I missed out on core information needed for post
graduate school. The new advisors were only concerned about getting my schedule done as fast as possible for that current semester to move on to the next appointment. I wish these
meetings could have been more personal.
Enjoyed my time at MSU.
Enjoyed my time here so much.
Enjoyed my time here. Great experience
Enjoyed the diversity of thought and ideas at this university. It was nice not to be hated for being a conservative on campus unlike most universities. I had a great adviser and love how
beautifully the campus is maintained. Only suggestion is more parking and to never, ever suppress free speech on campus.
Enjoyed. Thanks.
Ensure women's safety on campus at night! In the chemical engineering department, however, all of our professors are so different, and that is a good thing. However, with different
professors comes very different expectations. This can be difficult to deal with. Overall, just listen to the students and try to help with their concerns. Dr. Elmore did an amazing job with this
and myself and every other student in our department is very thankful for him.
Even though I had a lot of issues getting to this point, I still love MSU and appreciate the experiences I had with this school! If i had the chance there are some things I would have done
differently, but I would have still attended MSU.
Even though I only got to attend Mississippi State University for my last two years, I still enjoyed my time there. I only was able to attend one semester that was NON-covid, but I still made
the most of my time. I learned so much about myself and how to better work with others. I grew so much academically. My whole heart is let with MSU athletics and my department,
Educational Psychology. I found myself at MSU, and I am forever grateful for the friendships and countless memories I made.
Even though my overall experience was good at MSU, I had several professors who were not realistic with expectations or assisting students who needed additional support.
Ever since I came down here I have always felt welcomed and that I was apart of a family. I have made many new friends and branched out of my comfort zones. Mississippi State is above
and beyond many other universities and they show it through how they treat their students. I have enjoyed my time at Mississippi State and would recommend it for anyone else looking for
a great college experience.
Everyone at the MSU Meridian campus was very helpful. Have enjoyed my time there!! Hope to become a part of the graduate program in Summer of 2021.
Everything i hoped it would be except covid, Parking services needs help though, been ticketed many times after hours as well as in my own zone.
Exceptional
Excited for the next chapter. Will miss friends made.
Expand counseling services greatly. I did have a great experience here but I also developed symptoms of depression and anxiety over the four years for a multitude of reasons. A large
expansion into mental healthcare should be a goal for the university if they are serious about being leaders around the country. Currently, student mental services are a joke among friends
who tried calling for an appointment and were told to wait for a few months which is dangerous for some mental states.
Expand the counseling center. Hire more certified counselors and psychiatrists. You have lots of students who are new to living on their own and juggling due dates. Many do not have the
tools they need to cope with the stress of adult/college life, and it is very difficult to get an appointment with your counselors at certain points in the semester.
Experience diverse background with great exposure. Motivated to move forward. Increased my leadership skills. Undergraduate research experience helps to gain the collaborative
experience and enhance the self confidence. The faculty supported and guided me with patience, when I need them. Academic advisors helped me always to adjust the classes. Campus is
always safe. Dinning is excellent. I never had any negative feeling about MSU. I love MSU.
Extremely happy with my overall experience at MSU, but I wish there was more to do around Starkville, but that is on the city and private business, not MSU. If there was more to do around
Starkville I think more people would be willing to come from out of state like I did.
Fantastic experience!
Finish the construction and fix the roads. Barnes and Nobles is so overpriced it hurts. It is clear that MSU cares more about the students money than the actual students. I overall had a
good time at MSU but if I had to go back I would have picked a school closer to home. The few friends I made here are good ones and even though MSU didn't always bring me joy the
people I met here did. Brian Bill and James Trimm are some of the best professors here.
Fire Deena Kuntz. An adviser needs to meet the needs of the students, she does not. I wish one of my professors would have advised me. Deena Kuntz is arduous to communicate with
using modern devices, email, phone, IM. I do not appreciate having my student email sold to every housing development around campus. The amount of junk email was astounding. I
missed important emails because they were buried in junk. I am a coast campus student, no need for any housing with a 3-1/2 hour commute.
Fix it to where parking is not so stressful for commuters
Fondest mem'ries cling to thee (except for Dr. Thomas Holder, who I have very little fondness for)!
For 3.5 years, I have found a community of people that support me and love me so well. MSU, fondest memories cling to thee!
For IE, focus less on manufacturing. The vast majority of students coming into the major do not want to do traditional IE work. Focus more on computer skills and working with data.
For Industrial Engineering specifically, there were some classes I had to take that didn't seem relevant. Circuits is an example of that. Some of these classes have been updated on the new
curriculum, but I would look closely at what classes are important. The Info Systems class should be updated to include R and/or Python, with less Excel VBA. It could possibly be broken
up into two classes, even.
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For as long as I can remember, I have been a fan of Mississippi State. Getting to attend MSU has always been a goal and a dream of mine. I am happy to say that attending Mississippi
State has been everything that I thought it would be as a child. It has been nothing short of an amazing time. I cannot wait to say that I am a graduate of Mississippi State University.
For future students, I'm not sure if this happens often, but maybe don't switch their advisors so often? It was really frustrating, I think, for both me and my advisors to communicate what had
happened in prior semesters and what my current academic needs were, especially when I switched majors.
For marketing, I wish they stretched the importance of an internship and helping students. Fashion required 2 internships and I believe marketing should require internships to be
competitive. I wish marketing had more projects to emphasize a diverse portfolio.
For orientation advising, it would be helpful to have clear instructions on the board. I recall raising my hand for 20 minutes, and I didn't get any attention whereas others around me did.
Being the scary freshman I was, I didn't verbally express my need for help. The advising issue fixed my issues, fortunately.
For the Physics department, instead of hiring purely research-based faculty, I would suggest hiring professors whose primary objective is to TEACH. I have been made aware that no
professor in the Department of Physics and Astronomy receives any formal instruction or guidance with regard to teaching techniques, and that they seek to hire researchers in order to
receive research grants. I would suggest leaning more toward teachers and less toward researchers who get no formal teaching instruction.
For the most part, I enjoyed my time at MSU. I learned a lot, especially when times were not as peachy. I will hold several events in my mind for the rest of my life.
Four short years ago, I made one of the best decisions in my life and that was to attend Mississippi State University. Beginning to end, I enjoyed every minute of my college experience.
People that were strangers walking on campus are know part of my Bulldog family. Being a Mississippi State Bulldog is more than being just a student, it is a maroon and white family you
will have for years to come.
From my first day visiting, MSU has shown me an atmosphere of family. The love for MSU is shown from people and to people, truly making this the best and most genuine place to attend
college. Thank you for allowing me to become a member in the Bulldog family. Loyal Friends We'll Always Be.
GO DOGS, AND HAIL STATE!
General fees are excessive. If I pay 4-12,000$ per year to attend a college, that's the price you advertise and therefore the price I expect to pay to attend. Professors tack on mandatory
$100 online services to turn in homework because they are too lazy to use Canvas, departments dont standardize said homework programs, and paying $200 for a book is indefensible. I
also shouldnt have to pay to park where i already pay thousands to attend. All these hidden fees are predatory.
Give Kylie Crosland a raise. She was a great advisor.
Give the Engineering on the Coast more funds to help expand the clubs and the classes.
Given the circumstances with COVID-19 I believe Mississippi State did a great job transferring courses to the online platform. Teachers were understanding of different students situations
which made it much less stressful.
Glad to have made it.
Go Dawgs
Go Dawgs!
Go dawgs!
Go dogs!
Going back to finish my degree after 17 years was difficult. I was working in COVID units. All 3 of my children were facing different crises at once. My professors not only accommodated
these situations, they were empathetic and encouraging.. Dr. Loehwing, in particular, was amazing. Mrs. Meredith, Dr. Forde, and Dr. Fisher were also exemplary. I can finally say I did it,
with my daughter's watching, and I wouldn't have made it without them!
Going through my degree program made me loose joy for it, and at the end, I wish I had chosen a different major.
Going to MSU was the best of my entire life. I could not imagine myself anywhere else and I will forever be a bulldog!!
Good School, but need to improve technologies taught in classes. The new industry demanding technologies should be include in courses ( such as REACT, Flask, anything that is used in
Industry apis). If implemented this kind of courses our students would be a set ahead.
Good experience.
Good work
Graduation should sell tickets to regulate people coming to the ceremony. Please get rid of pay for a degree after i just got done paying you thousands for the same piece of paper. It really
kills the satisfaction of finally being done with a degree with being slapped in the face with 50 dollars to even apply for the degree. Other than the hidden fees, State was a good school and
I loved my department.
Great 4 years
Great School!!! I love Mississippi State University!!!
Great environment but the teachers need to be taught proper English so that students can understand them.
Great experience (2 Counts)
Great experience, at a good price.
Great experience. Hail State
Great experience. Wish I could go back and do it all over again.
Great people, very homey.
Great place... Wasn't enough parking until new parking lot was built..
Great school taught me so much
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Great school! Wish I came here sooner.
Great school, would highly recommend to any high schoolers looking for a university.
Great times were had, Hail State!
HAIL STATE! So glad I came back to finish my degree. Hopefully I will living and working back in Starkville before too long. I wouldn't be the person I am today with Mississippi State
University. Thank y'all for everything.
HAILSTATE!
Had a good two and a half years here.
Had a great experience
Had a great experience at MSU, made a lot of friends and had a lot of cool experiences. Learned a lot about myself and what I want to do with my future.
Had a wonderful experience with professors and faculty in my department.
Had an incredible experience. Wouldnt change it for the world.
Hail State (3 Counts)
Hail State forever (2 Counts)
Hail State! (5 Counts)
Hail State! Go Dawgs!!
Hail State! I am very thankful for the time I have had here. I have become a new individual. I have a brighter future thanks to MSU!
Hail State! enjoyed all my time here in Starkville.
Hail State!!!
Hail State. (3 Counts)
Hail state forever!
Hailstate forever! I have truly enjoyed my experience here at Mississippi State University!
Hand Chemical Lab needs to be remodeled. The CAPP compliances for chemistry majors also needs to be updated.
Have Resident Advisors without ego and that never disrespect you they should not over step their boundaries and have a calm demeanor at all times.
Have the departments be funded for class quality instead of expanding the already bloated administration.
Health center always had issues with insurance. Resident life issues involved my many issues people wise, both RAs and students.
Hire professors that can speak better English and that are easy to understand.
Hiring diverse professors is a very good thing, however, some of them need help with adjusting their accents. Providing ways for professors to adjust this could help instruction quality in the
long term.
Honestly, my only complaint is all of the construction. I know it is to benefit everyone, but I think MSU could stand to calm down with the construction for a little while after they get done with
their current projects.
Hotty Toddy!
I LOVE IT HERE!! SO FUN!! PRAISE THE LORD AND GO DAWGS!! DAWGS FINNA EAT!!
I LOVE MSU!
I LOVE MSU! Would recommend to everyone!
I LOVE MSU. I wish I could continue studying there forever.
I LOVED MS . When I first started attending I was super shy and did not want to be on campus that much but honestly it is the most welcoming campus I've ever been to. I love my bulldog
family and wouldn't trade them for the worl .
I absolutely enjoyed my experience at MSU. If I had any suggestion it would be to offer more outlets of engagements for transfer students.
I absolutely loved MSU. The environment was friendly and welcoming, and I met so many nice people. I would recommend MSU to any person seeking to go further their education.
I absolutely loved all of my professors in the microbiology or biology department, I honestly can't think of one I did not like. Well, there was an assistant professor, but she sounded like a
flight attendant when she spoke and just read the slides. Every other professor I absolutely loved and all of the classes were so much fun! The classes were hard but rewarding and I am
very glad I added this as my second major.
I absolutely loved my time at MSU! I thoroughly enjoyed every bit of my experience.
I absolutely loved my time at Mississippi State. Thank you for giving me a wonderful experience, as this has been a time that I will remember for the rest of my life. I will look back on these
four years with fondness and appreciation.
I absolutely loved my time here at MSU. I would highly recommend MSU to anyone considering college and wish I could stay just a bit longer. I will miss being here and will always be a
supporter of the university. Hail State!
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I am a distance learner; many of the questions do not apply to me. Most of my professors were very helpful, easily accessible, and very understanding of extenuating circumstances. (I lost
my home to a fire mid semester) I found my original advisor to be extremely helpful and reassuring. My second advisor was not as helpful or as knowledgeable about policies, but she did
try. I think my original advisor simply has more experience. She has continued to help me, even after changing my major.
I am a distance student. I live 2 hours from Campus. It was stressful at times, when I could not have access to the required text books, prior to the posting or publishing of the course in
Canvas. I would find out the first day of class which books I needed and then would stress over making a special trip to the bookstore just to get my books before the first assignment was
due. It didn't happen too often but having a text list sooner would have been helpful. Thanks!
I am a legacy of Mississippi State, but even if I was not, I would still have wanted to come here. While there are some things about MSU that have at times gotten under my skin, this would
have been true of any other place as well. State and Starkville are my home-away-from-home, and they will continue to be long after I graduate. Long live the Bulldogs, and Hail State!
I am an HR professional who works with employees in 26 countries. I know it is hard to engage remotely but more needs to be done to help distance learners feel like a part of the fabric of
MSU. There should be zoom events, etc. Maybe even a special way for distance students to have a 'front row' seat to athletic events. I loved my teachers and my education - but the
student engagement side really needs some work. I would love to play a part in this if its ever an option.
I am deeply concerned about the ability of the MSU Aerospace Engineering Department to continue to satisfy ABET accreditation requirements. Over my past five years at MSU, I have
watched the teaching quality within the department rapidly decline. I am deeply disappointed that over 10 faculty and staff have left during my time here. The inability to retain quality faculty
is due to a failure in leadership. This urgently needs to be addressed.
I am dissatisfied with the amount that tuition was raised each year. I felt like when I received my scholarship it should have raised with the rise of tuition. In addition, my program required
me to apply to graduate twice because of our summer internship class following our senior year. I don't feel it is fair to have to pay twice when it is required by my program. Any concerns
we had were quickly dismissed and I didn't feel heard.
I am extremely grateful to Mississippi State University because not only did it give me the opportunity to attend the university, but also gave the chance to build long lasting friendships and
memories that I will never forget.
I am extremely grateful to Mississippi State University, not only for allowing me the opportunity to attend a University where from day one, it felt like home, but also for the many life-long
friendships and relationship it allowed me to build. If I could do it all over again, I would absolutely choose Mississippi State University as my first-choice school.
I am from Madison, MS. I'm a white female and 22 years old. I majored in Food and Nutrition: Nutrition, Wellness, and Health Promotion. I had a wonderful time here at MSU. I joined a
sorority where I made a lot of new friends. In my classes, I met people who helped make my entire college experience the best it could be and who also pushed and encouraged me to do
and be my best.
I am from out of state, I did not know anyone when I arrived. Everyone was very kind and helpful along the way and I am very happy with my time here.
I am highly thankful for the outstanding advisor I had during my four years at MSU. Dr. Darrell Sparks always went above and beyond to help me.
I am not satisfied with the language department. I believe after four years in Spanish I should have better oral and written skills. I think the way we teach our language classes can be
improved so it is less memorization and more understanding the language.
I am overall pleased with my experience at Mississippi State University and am glad that I transferred here from Ole Miss.
I am pleased with the distance learning program offered by MSU. I would like to thank Dr. Peter Olson of the Department of English. Five years later and I still identify him as the BEST
instructor I had at MSU due to his dedication to mold every student in his English Comp I & II classes into a better writer. Conversely, if my final class (Physical Science II) was taken early
in my MSU career, I would have left this program due to unclear guidance and poor communication from the professor.
I am proud to be a graduate of MSU and always will be. Thank you!!
I am proud to be an alumni of MSU.
I am proud to graduate from MSU.
I am so happy I attended school here! I love it and have had a great education. Also, I am beyond bless for the relationships I have developed here. I'm sad to leave!
I am so thankful for every moment I spent as a student at Mississippi State as a student. I fulfilled my lifelong dream of being a bulldog by being here. I love Mississippi State and will
always think warmly of this university. Over the course of my degree, my perspective on life has been broadened and for that I am thankful. If I could relive every moment of my college
years over again, I would do it without hesitation. Hail State.
I am thankful for my 4 years here.
I am thankful for my time here at Mississippi State and I am proud to be a Bulldog! Hail State!
I am very disappointed that the Geoscience department does not help connect students to jobs as well as Engineering or Business. It has been very difficult to find a job due to a lack of
connections in the business world.
I am very satisfied with my education.
I appreciate all of the connections I made during my attendance of Mississippi State University.
I appreciate everything this school has done for me. Hail State!
I appreciate the time State has granted me here. I will forever be a bulldog at heart! #Dominate & Hail State!
I appreciate the time here at MSU it has help grow to the woman i am today. I appreciate the patience from transitioning over to majors. I have found my true love in Fashion.
I appreciate the very few individuals who have helped me get to this point in my undergrad career. Im thankful and excited to see what my future holds.
I believe mental health issues should be taken just as seriously as physical ones. ADHD, OCD, ASD, depression, and anxiety disorders are often more debilitating than severe injury or
illness. I don't believe the counseling center should have wait lists longer than a couple of weeks, and the testing required for accommodations should be accessible and inexpensive. To
treat mental health the way most universities do is to disqualify a fixed number of capable students every semester.
I believe the chemical engineering department needs better professors! There are many professors that hardly teach their students. I feel i have had to teach myself in many courses.
Although I feel there are many bad professors, Dr.Elmore, Dr.Pearson, and Dr.Rai are absolutely amazing. They truly care about the students and their success. I have learned so much
from them.
I came here after attending southern for two semesters and generally only took four classes per semester so my degree took me a little longer then most but I enjoyed my experience here
so much and had planned on attending grad school here but the degree im seeking msu does not offer.
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I can only commend the staff and faculty of this university for the amazing job they do with taking us in as wide-eyed freshmen and turning us into the adults we are leaving as seniors.
Mississippi State will forever have a special place in my heart.
I cannot say enough positive things about my experience at MSU. I am truly a better person for coming here and this place and this town has left a mark on my heart for the rest of my life.
From academics, to Greek Life, to relationships with friends built here it is a special place that pushes individuals to be the best version of themselves. Hail State forever!
I cannot think of any comments or suggestions about any aspect of MSU that could have improved my time here. I have had many family members graduate from MSU and I, myself, have
wanted to attend for as long as I can remember. I am so happy that I was blessed with the opportunity to become a part of the MSU family. I have thoroughly enjoyed my experience here
at MSU and would, in a heartbeat, do it all over again!
I chose "dissatisfied" for MSU Transit (Shuttle Services) because I found they were unreliable. I tried to utilize the Old Main route, going from the Downtown stop near my apartment to the
Old Main stop on campus. Sometimes I would wait at the stop for 30 min-60 min and eventually would have to end up driving my car because the bus never came. This made me late to my
class on one occasion, too.
I could not have attended a more welcoming university. The activities, studies, and involvement I acquired while at MSU have been essential in helping me transition into the working world.
I have never met more encouraging faculty (particularly with the English department), and I will never forget the intellectual insights these mentors showed me during my time under their
instruction. I have grown significantly through my education at MSU, and I am grateful for the opportunity to have attended.
I could not have had a better experience in college than I did at MSU. I will never forget my time there and I will be forever a bulldog in every sense of the word.
I couldn't be more grateful for this school along with the faculty that changed my life. I am a special education major, and I adored the feeling of family that I received from the staff over this
department. I can't repay this university enough for the degree I'm walking away with along with a full heart for MSU.
I couldn't have asked for a better college experience at MSU for the 2 and a half good years I had. For the other 1 and a half years there were things that could have been improved upon
regarding the COVID-19 response. I believe that the response MSU took was drastic and overly dramatic considering the death rates of college-aged individuals. Athletic events especially
were ruined due to this. Other than that one complaint I am overall satisfied with my experience.
I did not feel like the Education Department fully prepared me to be a teacher with a lack of diversity training, classroom management, trauma informed studies, and interview and job
application help. I took additional courses in Educational Psychology and Human Development and Family Studies to gain information I felt like I was not getting. I feel like all teacher
candidates would have benefitted from those courses.
I did not have an issues until I started to attend the CAAD program. Overall, it was a positive experience, however, I was not always advised correctly and had to figure out the issues on my
own afterwards - further prolonging my graduation date. This was during a difficult time for the university, however, I expect to be advised by my advisor correctly so that staying longer
enrolled in the university was not necessary. Other than that, MSU exceed my expectations of a quality university.
I did not want to pursue a college education when I graduated from high-school. Looking back, I am glad the choice was made to not only go to college, but to attend MSU.
I do not feel like MSU as a whole cares about it's students. I do suggest MSU stress the importance of internships more so than it does.
I do not have any comments.
I do not regret my decision to attend MSU. Over the past 4 years, MSU has become my home and my family and hate to be leaving but I know that I am prepared for my future and will
definitely be back to visit!
I do not think that the way MSU does advising is working Across all departments I have never had a positive or smooth advising experience.
I don't appreciate being forced to complete a survey to apply for my degree. It should be optional.
I don't have any suggestions, but I do want to leave a positive comment. I am very pleased with my choice to attend MSU and I would do it again in a heartbeat. The majority of the
professors are caring and passionate about their job. Overall, the MSU faculty and staff all are beyond helpful and I am thankful for all of them. My experience here has been nothing short
of amazing! Thank you.
I enjoy being able to say I attended MSU, and I believe it is a wonderful institution for higher learning in Mississippi. Being that I will be a first generational college student, my family and I
have a special appreciation for MSU.
I enjoyed Mississippi State!
I enjoyed every moment of attendance to the university that gave me my bachelors degree. My only comment or concern was the transfer of difficulty for classes not required for my major
that were advised to me upon orientation. I was advised to take an elective class and was met with students two classes my senior. I do not believe this to be the most prominent move for
new full university students to take.
I enjoyed it here!
I enjoyed it, and I may pursue further education from MSU in the future.
I enjoyed my education through MSU Distance Learning. My professors provided a positive learning environment even though we were never in the same room. My questions were always
answered in class, and with my academic advisor. Overall, if I had to do it over again, I would attend Mississippi State University again.
I enjoyed my educational time here at Mississippi State University, and I will apply my knowledge to everyday life experiences.
I enjoyed my experience at MSU, this was my dream school since 6th grade. My advidor, Vincent Young, was the absolute best. He was always available, always encouraging, and always
ready to help. I feel that I was challenged here and learned things to prepare me for the real world. Hail State!!!!!!!!!!
I enjoyed my experience at MSU. I do wish my department had more staff hired so that we had more sections for popular classes. I would thave also liked to be able to have a
concentration in my major. Software Engineering has a very wide range of fields and it is hard to completely get good at one concentration.
I enjoyed my experience here at Mississippi State, however, I wish there were more scholarships available for my department and major. I had the experience of meeting some great
professors that I will forever be thankful for.
I enjoyed my experience overall. Just ready to graduate due to COVID-19.
I enjoyed my overall experience here at MSU earning my degree in Professional/Broadcast Meteorology, and hope to take the knowledge and life lessons I learned while attending this
university into the future for the betterment of my career and my lifestyle going forward. Thanks for everything you guys helped me to learn and Hail State forever!
I enjoyed my program but I often was dissatisfied with having to go through scheduling my classes and doing anything financially related. I wanted to do more hands on with our program, I
find that in my field of work that we need people who know how to apply the theory that we learn in our classes. I have a heart to teach and train others which had me think at times that I
could help this program in the right direction.
I enjoyed my time at MSU (2 Counts)
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I enjoyed my time at MSU Meridian. The instructors and advisors were all very friendly and available when needed. I acquired the skills and knowledge that I feel are needed to be
successful in the workplace.
I enjoyed my time at MSU and I am excited to hopefully continue my education here for my MBA.
I enjoyed my time at MSU and look forward to using my skills I learned for the betterment of myself in my career.
I enjoyed my time at MSU. (2 Counts)
I enjoyed my time at MSU. I plan returning for graduate school.
I enjoyed my time at MSU. It was my dream school and a family tradition to graduate from this University. I could not be happier with what I have accomplished.
I enjoyed my time at MSU. My favorite part of my time spent was being able to play and march with the Famous Maroon Band. I will always cherish the connections and friendships I made
along the way.
I enjoyed my time at MSU. Overall, it gave me a positive experience and provided great resources for the future.
I enjoyed my time at MSU. This is my second bachelors so was just doing what was required but enjoyed it none the less.
I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University!
I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University. (2 Counts)
I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State and I am glad to be graduation from such a great school.
I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State, the atmosphere was peaceful and great. I learned an abundance of information that hep propel me in my career after graduation.
I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State. I am excited to move on and apply what I have learned in graduate school and in the real world.
I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State. I think that opportunities for undergrads to do their own research should be promoted more than it was. I never had any opportunity to do research of
my own. I did help for a semester with a graduate student's research, but that was not promoted much either in the kinesiology department.
I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State; however, one thing I would change would be dining options! I am vegetarian and had extremely limited to no filling meal choices my first year on
campus. I loved the honors program, but I wish there were more courses offered in line with my degree program.
I enjoyed my time at State! The experiences I have had over there will shape me for life.
I enjoyed my time here
I enjoyed my time here as an undergraduate student here at Mississippi. The memories made and the lessons I learned over the years are irreplaceable. Thanks to the faculty and my
fellow classmates, my overall academic and social experience was exceptional.
I enjoyed my time here at MSU! I've met students and faculty members that have impacted my life in a number ways. I felt that I was always able to find a club, organization, or class that
covered a topic that interested me. With my major, some teachers were better than others; but I was able to learn something new and relevant to my interests and career goals each time.
Each semester here was a new experience that I don't think I would've gotten anywhere else. Hail State!!
I enjoyed my time here at MSU, I hate I'm leaving so soon. If I had the time and money, I'd definitely stick around just for the environment and the community I've found at MSU and
specifically at the Baptist Student Union. The BSU was perhaps my favorite part of my experience here.
I enjoyed my time here at MSU, but I am ready to graduate and start my life.
I enjoyed my time here at MSU. It went by much faster than I had anticipated, but the experience was well worth it. Thank you MSU and Hail State!
I enjoyed my time here. It was fun, but I am glad it will be over.
I enjoyed my undergraduate experience at MSU!
I enjoyed my undergraduate time here very much.
I enjoyed my years and experience at MSU. My major was Human Science and Family Studies with a concentration in child development. I had some great instructors and I will miss them.
I learned so much and I would attend MSU again if needed. Thank you all so much for everything!
I enjoyed myself so much, and I will definitely miss my Bulldog Family!
I enjoyed some teachers, but I enjoyed my Japanese professors the most. I loved being in charge of a student organization.
I enjoyed the convenience, helpful staff, and relationships I gained from MS State.
I enjoyed the university. I wish there was more African American representation in administration and faculty.
I feel great about my undergraduate experience here at MSU. I think I had a unique exprience being a transfer student from another SEC school and having a great deal of comparison to
see from the two. I am proud to get to be a graduate from Mississippi State University.
I feel like advising could be better. I also think joining organizations could be easier. I tried many times to join some but no one would ever respond to me, but I understand the pandemic
effected that.
I feel like just yesterday I was sitting at orientation the summer before my freshman year, and now here I am applying for graduation. I am going to miss Mississippi State with all my heart,
and the one thing I wish is that I could start all over again!
I feel like student organizations such as Greek life and SA could have been more culturally inclusive and focused on equality.
I feel like there could have been more cultural inclusivity in a lot of student organizations like Greek life or SA.
I feel that MSU did not prioritize the seniors when it came to athletic events and rather catered to non student customers. This made for a uneventful and lame experience for my final year,
MSU should consider the amount of tuition its students spend each year. Baseball tickets should be sold in more quantity than 30 student tickets when the students are the ones that
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comprise the university.
I feel that if I had the same advisor for all four years that I could have graduated a whole year instead of a semester. I was not given the same information from different advisors. I took
classes that I did not have to take and much more. I feel that if you could keep an advisor in the same department would be helpful or at least with the same person.
I feel that the faculty within my department genuinely care about their fields and the education of the students. I never felt that I did not belong or that I was being discriminated against.
Overall, I enjoy being a student at MSU.
I feel that there should have been more forgiveness policies put in place since students had to get thrown into online learning so suddenly. I also am not satisfied with advising. I also was
unaware that I was way past the deadline to apply for graduation, hence why I am applying now. Overall the classes were great and the instructors were fantastic. I am very proud to gain a
degree from Miss. State, and I have learned a lot that will help me be successful in life.
I feel the advising system for the engineering department needs improvement.
I felt kind of left out of the MSU experience as a senior and last march (junior) year with covid-19. The school seemed to focus more on making money than the actual student experience.
Overall the MSU experience has declined over the last 14 months. Especially the sporting events the school focused directly on non student parties over students.
I felt like I have learned a lot about the computer field to enable me to be successful in the work force. For a computer science major, I believe a lot of work remains once I am inside the
workforce to keep expanding my skills. I am glad MSU has prepared me for my career. Although COVID has made attending classes and doing well inside the classes harder, I think MSU
has done what they could to give me an education to prepare me for the future.
I felt like MSU catered to every need of my learning experience!
I felt that even if more opportunities and guidance existed, they were not well advertised enough. More career and academic guidance should be instituted, especially for freshman and
sophomores.
I felt that my professors on the Meridian Campus - as well as the student services advisors - were incredibly attentive during my time at the school. They were also flexible and made things
easy to understand through their excellent guidance.
I first attended a JUCO in my hometown. The transfer to MS State was made easy by my advisor, Dr. Jessica Wells, and the Office of Admissions and Scholarships. I have enjoyed the
hands-on learning opportunities afforded by the Poultry Science Department. My only disappointments were those learning opportunities and activities that were cancelled due to
COVID-19.
I greatly appreciated my Language Department and every professor who helped me achieve my degree.
I greatly value my time here at MSU. My only annoyance was with the poor communication between the International Business Advisor and the students. It was always difficult to reach the
advisor, it seemed that helping the student was not a primary thought. Also, the curriculum changing between semesters and classes that we were told would count no longer actually
counting towards our degree was very frustrating, as studying for two majors was a great deal of work.
I grew up in an Ole Miss home, and while it felt strange to attend MSU back in the fall of 2016, I've never had any regrets from day one. Overall, my experience was welcoming, and I would
say everyone I talk to felt the same. It's a great place to learn and grow into a responsible adult in industry. It has prepared me well and given me job experience and connections in my
industry of choice. Hail State!
I had a good experience as an MSU Bulldog. Every department has its strong suits and weak spots, but overall enjoyed my time in the College of Forest Resources and Forestry
Department.
I had a good experience at MSU
I had a good time here, but I never felt, since I change to marketing, I was extremely challenged to think very critically. Some of that is due to amount of change covid-19 had on everyone's
life though. Some of the clubs I tried to join on campus made me feel like I was not suppose to be there or that I wouldn't fit in. If I had to redo I would most likely go to another school.
I had a great college experience. (2 Counts)
I had a great experience at MSU and would do it all over again. HAIL STATE!!
I had a great experience at MSU.
I had a great experience at MSU. MSU has prepared me for the next chapter in my life.
I had a great experience at MSU. I am so glad I chose this school. Hail State!
I had a great experience at Mississippi State University-Meridian.
I had a great experience at Mississippi State University.
I had a great experience at Mississippi State and feel as though I am well prepared for the future.
I had a great experience at this school.
I had a great experience during my time with the MSU-Meridian Elementary Education Program.
I had a great experience here at MSU, and there is no other place I would have rather received my degree from.
I had a great experience while here at MSU. Hopefully I can earn a graduate position with athletics and further my education with MSU
I had a great experience, and would love to come back for graduate studies hopefully someday.
I had a great experience. I think there are some things that can be improved upon, hence my rankings above. But other than that, this University has my heart and I will be so proud to be
an MSU Alumni.
I had a great time at MSU. I learned a lot about multiple engineering disciplines throughout my time in the engineering program. All of the students and faculty here at MSU made me feel
welcomed to the campus. If I had to redo my undergraduate degree, I would choose MSU again.
I had a great time at MSU. It is bitter sweet to be moving on, but I am happy to be starting my next chapter.
I had a great time at MSU. The academics could be tough at times, but also rewarding. You truly get what you put into it. Here at MSU, the opportunities here to try out and experience new
things is limitless.
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I had a great time at Mississippi State, but my department specifically has problems meeting the needs of all of their students.
I had a great time while attending MSU and I am ready to start my next chapter in life.
I had a really good experience at MSU.
I had a really great academic experience here. The English department (my major) was always willing to go the extra mile to make sure I had the know-how and opportunities available to
succeed. I would say, however, that being a commuter and a transfer student, I didn't engage socially as much as some of my classmates. I don't know if that was my own doing or a lack of
opportunities to do so.
I had a wonderful experience at MSU and I am so glad that I chose to attend here.
I had a wonderful experience at MSU! I am sad that my time is coming to an end, but once a bulldog always a bulldog! Hail State!
I had a wonderful experience at MSU. I feel prepared for the workplace.
I had a wonderful experience at MSU. I felt as though the physics department was lacking compared to the other departments as far as being able to convey the material in an effective
manner. Overall, my experiences inside and outside of the classroom were positive.
I had a wonderful time at MSU and would not trade my experiences for anything.
I had an absolutely horrible advising experience to the point I felt that my advisor did not in any way genuinely care about making my scheduling process any easier. Once I met with a
different advisor the next semester, it was an even worse experience. I would recommend reevaluating the advisors in the business office.
I had an amazing 4.5 years at MSU and would not have changed a single thing about my college experience!
I had an awesome experience at Mississippi State University!
I had an overall positive experience at MSU. My teachers were extremely helpful and encouraging.
I had an overall positive experience at Mississippi State but these are three things I found really disheartening. - Student lead organizations are extremely cliquey and political - After
working for Housing as an IA, I learned that they are extremely unorganized and lack the ability to train their employees - I found that some professors at Mississippi State value "tricking"
their students instead of teaching them.
I had my sights set on Mississippi State without ever seeing the campus, and it never disappointed. I am proud to now and forever be a bulldog.
I had one advisor who did not advise me very well and didn't seem to understand what I wanted to do after graduation. My second advisor was really great. I did have one professor tell me
"yes, if everything passes" after I said I was graduating december 2020 (in response to an advising email for spring 2021 classes), which was not encouraging.
I had problems at MSU due to disability and LGBT status. One prof failed me on a test after I had a seizure in the hallway. A TA flirted with me in class when I was underage. Campus PD
mocked me for being trans. Staff guilted me for reporting a stalker. Expanding online learning helped some issues, but some discrimination was egregious and disability accommodations
were often unhelpful even if offered. Some faculty were wonderful and I'll remember them fondly, but my experience was a mixed bag.
I had some really good effective teachers, while I also had some that barely spoken English and were not as open to helping.
I had such a great experience and could not have had a better 4 years!! I am so thankful for everything that Mississippi State has given me. I will never forget my time here, the memories
made and the friendships gained.
I had the best 4 years ever! Thank you Mississippi State!
I had two advisors. First, Dr. Elmore and second second, Dr. Burch (I made the switch from PTE to ISE). These two men made all the difference in my career as an engineer. Always
available & encouraging. I felt empowered and informed when I left their offices- couldn't say enough about these two. The entire ISE office (Dr. strawderman, Dr. Reeves, HP, Dr. Smith,
Dr. Bian, RJ, TA's Sara vickers and Safae el Amrani, just to name a few) all made learning ISE fun and engaging.
I have a different future plans than most graduating students. I have started a business, and it will be my full time job. I would have liked to know more about running a business, including
the start up process. I do not feel like I am 100% prepared, but I do not know/have any suggestions for the campus to have better met my needs. The staff was always helpful from the time
I started until the time I graduated.
I have absolutely loved my time at Mississippi State and I am sad to see it end. From President Keenum to Mrs. Gloria at the Perry, I have been supported and encouraged. To everyone
here, thank you! HAIL STATE!
I have always felt welcomed with open arms. I faced few tribulations dealing with my major which was quickly resolved with the help of my advisors. I switched from Agriculture Sciences to
Politcal Science all in one year. Since the change of my major, I accomplished numerous of things and also gained several academic achievemetns. I became a member of Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity Inc, while attending MSU and was inducted into Pi Sigma Alpha National Poltical Science Honor Society.
I have always wanted to attend MSU and my experience here has been amazing yet challenging. I met new people and tried new things that will allow me to become better and do better in
my future endeavors. MSU will always have a place in my heart.
I have been a pre-medicine student and wish I had gone to a more pre-med focused school. My advisor changed 3-4 times and only 1-2 of them were somewhat knowledgeable about the
pre-medicine route. I had to figure out most of my path of my own and was discouraged from taking certain classes that would have benefitted me, such as anatomy. I was also grossly
misinformed by my advisor freshman year and took several classes that I didn't need for my degree.
I have been a student over many years. I just had the opportunity to graduate. I have learned hard work and perseverance pays off. I wanted to give up many times because of things that
happened to me or was happening around me. Over the years I remembered my teacher Dr.Verhoek Milller told me to never give up. She always encouraged me. She had a great impact
on me. I am thankful.
I have been disappointed with how 'individualized' things have been this past school year. The environment has changed to one that is no longer welcoming for students to work together to
study and help others understand course content, in addition to making friends.
I have been struggling with mental health issues all four years. I'm glad MSU offers free counseling so I could attempt to help myself.
I have changed my major five times since 2017 and with each change there was a wonderful staff member helping me try to find the major for me. Special thanks to LeRoy Davenport and
Jermaine Jackson for putting up with my complications and indecisive mind. If it wasn't for them, I probably still would not have my mind made up.
I have definitely grown as a person attending MSU. It?ÇÖs taught me how to survive in real world situations even when life deals you a bad hand. For the last couple years I?ÇÖve really
wanted to give up but somehow I?ÇÖm still here and I?ÇÖm about to graduate. So I?ÇÖm very grateful for everything being here has taught me.
I have enjoyed and will continue to enjoy my time at MSU. The staff are well versed and caring- they always want the best!
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I have enjoyed furthering my education here at Mississippi State University. This college is very understanding, nurturing, and accountable.
I have enjoyed my (almost) 4 years at MSU. I originally did not see myself attending MSU, but I am happy I did. I have made so many memories here.
I have enjoyed my experience at MSU, it felt like a small town where everyone knew your name and was very welcoming.
I have enjoyed my four years at MSU and have made life-long connections. My suggestion would be to hire professors who can actually teach the material and not hire someone because
he/she is good at research. Research is important but I believe how well someone can actually teach should be the main priority during the hiring process.
I have enjoyed my time at MSU as an undergrad student and I hope to receive my Master's Degree from State as well! Thank you all for everything, especially my advisor! She has been so
helpful and I cannot thank her enough! I have had some great experiences, some not-so-great ones, made lifelong friends and learned so much that I hope will help mold me into a greater
person! Hail State!
I have enjoyed my time at MSU. If I had to complain about anything it would be about the parking situation lately on campus with the construction work going on. One more thing that I did
not like was the ability of some of our foreign teachers to convey the material adequately. It was always hard for the first month or month and a half in a course with a foreign teacher to
understand them well enough to be able to interact in class.
I have enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University. The campus has been very welcoming and I am glad that I have met some great professors and other great students.
I have enjoyed my time here at MSU, and would do it all over again in a heartbeat. I hate that COVID had such an impact on my senior year but MSU did the best they could to facilitate
operations as normal as possible and I want to recognize the hard work put into that and show appreciation for not shutting down in the fall even when it may have been so easy to do so. I
can't wait to return as an alumni to visit campus and attend athletic events.
I have enjoyed my time here at Mississippi State University.
I have enjoyed my time here at Mississippi State University. I have made great connections and friendships with teachers and students that I will cherish greatly. Thank you for such a great
college experience!
I have enjoyed my time thoroughly here at Mississippi State University! I have made life-long friends, and all of my teachers were so helpful! I want to thank Dr. Roberts for all that she has
done for me! She is truly an amazing advisor and goes above and beyond for her students! I look forward to visiting this beautiful campus and engaging in this atmosphere again!
I have enjoyed my time.
I have enjoyed my two years here at Mississippi State.
I have experienced growth in all aspects of my life at MSU.
I have found some of the most amazing and caring teachers at Mississippi State and I am forever grateful for my experience.
I have greatly enjoyed my experience as an distance-learning student at MSU and I am proud to call myself a bulldog.
I have had a great experience at this school. Hail State!
I have had a truly wonderful time at MSU. My professors in CAAD have challenged me and my work to become better. Dr. Keenum and dining hall staff have been so encouraging
throughout my time in school. I hope MSU will always be a place that allows debate, and encourages the expression of all views and beliefs, unapologetically, as it has during my education.
While school has not taught me everything, it has prepared me to begin my career, and I would say that that is a success on the part of MSU.
I have had an excellent experience at Mississippi State University? Several members of my family have attended MSU as well, including my father and sister. I would most definitely
recommend MSU to anyone who is looking to achieve a higher education.
I have had great mentors along the way, especially in my student-worker roles in ITS and OPA under Dr. Ronald Gatewood, Marilyn Wilson and Allison Matthews. I feel like the character of
the Student Association has been compromised during my time here under the current student leadership, who seem to have adopted a "social justice warrior" mentality and failed to
represent the majority of students on campus in order to fulfill their own personal agendas and bring attention to themselves.
I have had some of the best times and met some of the best people!
I have learned so much about myself and the info regarding my major. MSU really pushed me to find myself and continue to be friendly to anyone that I cross paths with. Forever thankful
for this experience.
I have learned social and professional skills that will help me to have a successful future as a new graduate.
I have loved attending MSU and I plan to come back to Starkville often post-graduation. Overall, I had a very positive experience at MSU.
I have loved being a part of the political science department. The professor are awesome and the opportunities through Stennis Montgomery Association, college democrats, and
undergraduate research has helped me grow so much academically.
I have loved it so much here, sure will miss it forever!!!
I have loved my experience at MSU and I am proud to have called this institution my home for the last 4 years. Thank you and keep up the good work!!
I have loved my experience at MSU and I wish that it could last for a life time. I am so happy with my degree and the friends I have made.
I have loved my time at MSU and can not wait for grad school!
I have loved my time at MSU. I liked most of my classes, and I enjoyed coming to campus. I made many new friends here that will last a lifetime. This school helped me get out of my
comfort zone and become more social. I will take so much away from this school, both academically and personally.
I have loved my time at MSU. I will miss it.
I have loved my time at MSU. It was the best choice I made for my life 4 years ago and has been the best 4 years I could have ever imagined.
I have loved my time at Mississippi State!
I have loved so many professor from the psychology department and have met some really awesome friends through their classes!
I have never been more proud of a decision. There is nowhere else I'd rather have spent my last 4 years.
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I have no comments or suggestions at this time.
I have no comments.
I have overall enjoyed my time as a student here at MSU. My teachers and peers have challenged me to be better and overcome adversities.
I have really enjoyed my time here at MSU! I really hate to see it come to an end. Maybe graduate school is in the future.
I have really enjoyed my time here at MSU, and I will never forget the great memories I have made with both faculty and students alike. Thank you Mississippi State University for providing
such an amazing Forestry and Wildlife program. It is really nice to see such diversity in both of those fields.
I have really enjoyed my time with MSU. All the faculty and staff have been so positive and helpful during my college career.
I have really learned some many great things at MSU, whether it be about life or knowledge. This institution has opened so many doors for me. It has humbled yet strengthened me. If I
had to choose a university to go to all over again, it would surely be Mississippi State University.
I have thoroughly enjoyed being a part of the MSU family, the amiability of the MSU staff and faculty when I first toured this school is what made me attend here and I am so glad that I did.
I have thoroughly enjoyed my experience here at MSU. From the football games at Davis-Wade Stadium to lunch in the Perry, everything about MSU has been everything I could have ever
imagined coming from a community college. I love it here, and I will probably be coming back here for graduate school.
I have thoroughly enjoyed my experience here. I have made many friends.
I have thoroughly enjoyed my time at MSU!
I have thoroughly enjoyed my time at MSU. I have grown as a leader and an adult. As a student in the College of Business, I believe that more emphasis should be put on assisting
students in attaining internship positions. I think that this should be included in the advising process. I appreciate my extracurricular activities, and I cherish the relationships that I have
developed. I believe that my professors genuinely care about their students and the topics that they teach.
I have thoroughly enjoyed my time at Mississippi State. I wish I could stay forever. I have felt loved and heard my entire time here including during the pandemic.
I have throughly enjoyed my time here at MSU. I have gotten to meet amazing people and experiences. I am very thankful for my time here at this amazing school.
I have truly enjoyed my experience here as a MSU student. I feel that I have learned so many things here at this university that I can put forth into my career. I think the faculty and staff
have prepared me very well for my future career in agribusiness.
I have truly enjoyed my time at MSU and am so glad I made the choice to come here. I feel like I got good quality education while at MSU.
I have truly enjoyed my time here at MSU especially, in Political Science Department where every single professor I had the pleasure of learning from changed my life for the better. I would
highly recommend this University to everyone and plan to pursue graduate degrees here.
I highly suggest improving the Chemistry department, as I felt that it was overly difficult for no reason. I also suggest hiring teachers that actually teach the important material that we need
for our futures. For example, I am a nutrition major, and Dr. Norwood, who is supposed to teach us Nutrition and Chronic Disease, does not actually teach us, and she wastes our time
during class to post things she is late on posting to Canvas.
I just want to say that first I have greatly appreciated everything MSU has done for me. I have felt like I was in a family and I may start tearing up the day I have to leave Starkville. My
suggestion is that MSU invests in creating a place for students to fish and harvest the fish the catch all year long.
I just wanted to take this opportunity that thank everyone (my Instructors, the Financial Aid Department, and specifically my Advisors Mr. Hawkins and Ms. Dunlap) for all of their devotion
and patience with me as I pursued my goal of completing my degree. Everyone has been amazing, insightful, and encouraging throughout my journey!
I learned a great amount at MSU and will use my knowledge and skills for my career and life.
I learned a great deal at MSU. I didn?ÇÖt expect my experience to be so positive, if I had to do it all over again, I would choose MSU.
I learned a great deal at this university, and I wholly appreciate my experiences (both good and bad) as they have been a transformative force in my life. However, I believe that the
potential for the Aerospace Engineering department has not been realized.
I like MSU. Thank you!
I love MSU #hailsate
I love MSU always
I love MSU and I also had a wonderful experience at MSU. Yes I would recommend other students to attend this university.
I love MSU and will always be proud to be a Bulldog.
I love MSU and will miss being a student here. It was the best experience of my life. Thank you MSU!
I love MSU i am so glad i decided to continue my education here. Hail State!
I love MSU so much. I was not satisfied with my experience with Greek Life but I found a home in chemical engineering. I met friends that I love and want to keep up with. I also loved the
dining services and shuttle staff. They remembered me and I loved seeing their friendly faces. I truly appreciate my teachers in chemical engineering and Dr. Elmore. I feel like they care
about me and remember me. I have had truly positive and memorable experiences at MSU and I treasure my memories of MSU.
I love MSU with all my heart.
I love MSU with my whole heart!
I love MSU with my whole heart. I wouldn't change a moment while I was here. All of my professors have been phenomenal. They have always made it seem like they genuinely care about
me and my future.
I love MSU!
I love MSU!!
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I love MSU, however, I believe there is a lot of room left to grow in diversity. I also wish transfer students were better equipped at transfer orientation. Please focus heavier on advising at
that event, most transfers are juniors who have less room to make mistakes in their courses for the semester.
I love MSU, this is my home.
I love MSU. It has been a fantastic experience and like I indicated as above, I would do it all over again. However, some major suggestions I have include to take teacher evaluations
seriously. Especially if there are professors indicating that they are not teaching well nor care about my education. Continue to invest in quality staff and professors.
I love Mississippi State University with all my heart. From the first time I came to campus as a student from a different university I fell in love. Transferring to MSU was the best decision I
could?ÇÖve have made in my life for my education. Hail State Forever! The only suggestion I have is being making students a priority when it comes to things like parking and events.
We were often the last thought when it came to those things and it would be very discouraging and frustrating at times.
I love Mississippi State! It has opened so many doors for me moving forward as a professional! In the many organizations I have been I have built so many networking relationships
because of Mississippi State! Hail State!
I love State. Hail State!
I love it here.
I love my advisor Dr. Roberts but not my previous advisors. I wish they did more advising on how I can take classes that bettered my area of education and went towards minors of my
interest. Dr. Roberts was the first to suggest minors, even one that was not in her department. I also loved the Student Counseling Center and Dr. Stafford. They kept me alive.
I love my time at MSU.
I love this school and everything it stands for. Hail state!
I love this school it will always have a special place in my heart.
I love you MSU.
I loved MSU and all of the opp. it has given me! I formerly and lived in Hathorn & often couldn't find a parking spot and parked in an illegal spots to avoid risk of safety/having to walk miles
alone at night.I encourage the parking services to help the hathorn women,especially with concerns of men following ppl to their cars.The only option @ times was walking from overfillmiles away.I wouldn't be typing this as a senior if I wasn't truly passionate about this.
I loved MSU it changed my life. I met my future husband here and we will be getting married in December. I so enjoyed all my professors and I loved how the environment of MSU was
always a family environment.
I loved MSU so much!! Thank you for giving me an amazing four years of college.
I loved MSU, I am going to miss it so much. Best experience of a lifetime.
I loved MSU, and I definitely feel as though I made the right choice in coming here. I loved the Department of Chemistry and being a part of the college of Arts and Sciences. I do think that
several parts of Hand Lab could be updated.
I loved MSU, and that's why I'll be returning for Graduate School.
I loved State
I loved attending Mississippi State University for my college education. I knew I always wanted to attend MSU because of how welcoming everyone here is and how great the environment
is. I have made so many lifelong friendships and memories that I will cherish forever. Go Dawgs!
I loved attending Mississippi State University. It is wonderful school that promotes the wellness and success of their students. I will be always be grateful for the friendships I made at
Mississippi State and the knowledge I have gained.
I loved every minute I spent on this campus, which is why I will be staying for graduate school.
I loved going to school here. The only thing I would change would be the Parking citations. We as students pay to attend this university and if for whatever reason we need to park out of
zone, I feel as if it should not be a big enough deal to get a $30 citation. We pay over $4000 to attend classes and then we have to pay roughly $180 to park on campus. I, personally, do
not think there should be parking citations for students parking out of zone.
I loved it !!
I loved it and am sad to go:(
I loved it at MSU! I met great people and made a lot of new friends.
I loved it here.
I loved it here. The faculties were very nice, professional, and helpful. The people were very welcoming. I had a good experience here.
I loved it!
I loved it.
I loved most all of my instructors. I thought they were all warm, caring, and genuinely concerned about helping me grow as a student. I could not have asked for better advising staff. They
helped me make the best decisions possible based on my desired pace and circumstances.
I loved my 3 1/2 years here at MSU. I am from Starkville so I always loved MSU and wanted to attend I love it here.
I loved my experience at MSU online.
I loved my experience at MSU!
I loved my experience at MSU. During my 4 years here I can honestly say I felt "at home". Students and faculty were always welcoming. The campus and atmosphere of MSU is beautiful. I
really enjoyed my time here.
I loved my experience at Mississippi State University.
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I loved my experience attending Mississippi State University.
I loved my experience here at MSU. The environment was so comforting and welcoming. It is my home away from home. I have loved my experience so much that I want to try and stay in
Starkville and pursue a career here.
I loved my experience here at MSU. The only concern I had was with the counseling services office. I remember experiencing a low point in my life and how devastating it was to be
informed that the counseling office had no room for me. It is supposed to serve as a place of refuge, especially, for those out-of- state students who rarely have somewhere to turn.
I loved my experience here at Mississippi State!
I loved my time at MSU and I am going to miss it tremendously.
I loved my time at MSU! I am sad to be leaving.
I loved my time at MSU. I recommend for classes on Black history, (African American history, etc) Please employ a black professor. I understand that that sometimes that can be hard
because you can only employ from your pool of applicants, but in order to promote the rise of black scholars, we must have that example.
I loved my time at MSU. The only complaint i would have is more effort on teachers parts. I know they have lives to and are human also but most classes in the University are taught by
teachers who could not care less and collect a paycheck. just because someone fits a checklist doesn't mean they will be a good teacher. thank you.
I loved my time at Mississippi State
I loved my time at Mississippi State University. I will miss going to school here. I learned a lot and meet tons of friends.
I loved my time at Mississippi State and would be honored for my children to one day attend this university.
I loved my time here at MSU and I wouldn't trade my time or experiences here for anything else. Overall I was satisfied with my classes but I would also say that there are some professors
that should get reviewed and reconsidered. They don't represent MSU well for students. Some professors I had either couldn't teach due to language barriers, too smart for the class
assigned to them, or just were generally people that shouldn't teach.
I loved my time here at MSU!
I loved my time here at MSU. HAIL STATE
I loved my time here in Starkville and at Mississippi State University. It exceeded my expectations, and I cannot have imagined myself anywhere else over the past 3.5 years.
I loved my time here it grew me as and taught me so much about others and myself.
I loved my time here so much, I wish the only thing I did differently was get involved earlier on rather than later.
I loved my time here. Hate for it to be ending.
I loved my whole experience at Mississippi State! I am sad to be leaving MSU. I hope that future students can enjoy campus just as much as I did.
I loved studying BME here at MSU, but I definitely wish I would have had more connections to alumni in the industry. Although I have a job after graduation, I would have loved to be able to
connect with BME companies at career fairs and other networking opportunities through MSU. This does not impact my decision in "choosing MSU all over again" because of the incredible
overall experience I had here. I would wish this would change for future BME students looking to go in to the industry.
I loved the Mississippi State experience. I would recommend this university to everyone.
I met some amazing students and built some live long friends.
I must say, I am not the same person I was when I arrived at Mississippi State University. I am leaving here proud of the woman I've become and confident in all that I have learned and
acquired here. I will never forget how compassionate and inspiring most of my professors were. They pushed me and motivated me in ways, I'll never forget. It's been real, MSU. I can't wait
to see what God has in store for me post graduation. With love, Quianna Harrington.
I never could have imagined how amazing my undergraduate experience would be at MSU
I never thought I would enjoy my professors as much as I have and for that I am presently surprised. The teachers here are absolutely wonderful and I could not imagine what going here
would be like without them. Specifically The professors in Political Science.
I never thought i would be able to attend a university because of financial reason. MSU made that happen. I was able to achieve my dream. If you put in the work anything is possible at
MSU.
I only had 3 semesters here as I completed half of my ME degree at MGCCC. I generally enjoyed my experience at State and would come back for any future education I may want.
I pay all this money for school, for it to be online; I honestly think that is ridiculous. I understand the COVID protocol, but the price is unreasonable. The parking situation is extremely
unorganized as well. I also was unpleased with having the "pay" for the Sanderson when I stopped using it because of the COVID rules. I should be able to pick and choose what I pay for.
I personally only used the Meridian MSU campus, so I do not have much experience with MSU Starkville.
I personally think my major was a great choice. All of my teachers truly wanted us to do our best. I think that HDFS does not get the appreciation it deserves. I would have never known
about my major if I had not looked through every single major MSU offered when I was trying to change my major.
I really enjoyed my MSU experience. I look forward to utilizing my degree to help advance my career and long-term goals.
I really enjoyed my experience as a student/athlete at Mississippi State. I look forward to being an active alumnus.
I really enjoyed my time at MSU! I am so grateful for the opportunity to attend.
I really enjoyed my time at MSU. I learned a lot and can?ÇÖt wait to apply it in the real world.
I really enjoyed my time at Mississippi State!
I really enjoyed my time here and I will miss it very much.
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I really enjoyed my time here at MSU. My teachers cared about my well being and wanted me to succeed. I loved being involved in all my extracurricular activities such as the Famous
Maroon Band, Kinesiology Student Ambassador, and the Wesley Foundation. I was taught important life skills and different tips to survive the real world. I am beyond grateful for the
opportunity to be a student at Mississippi State.
I really enjoyed my time here! I gained so much experience and had so many opportunities for service. I wouldn't trade it for the world.
I really enjoyed my time here, at State. I started as a freshman with no friends and graduated with some friends that I call family. MSU will give you the best experience any college student
can ask for!
I really enjoyed the online degree program. I feel it was a true benefit for future endeavors. Everything was co-operative and communicative during the one year I spent at Mississippi State
University.
I really enjoyed the vast majority of my teachers. I felt that they were competent and passionate about the subject. I have no complaints about the education I received.
I really loved the campus of MSU and the Poultry Science department. I was nervous about coming to a big university because I am a huge introvert but the department of Poultry Science
made me come out of my shell and I have met some life long friends here in my two years. Over all if I could do it all over I would stick with MSU.
I really think that the Computer Science Department here at Mississippi State is struggling. I have had very few professors that I look back and think fondly of in terms of accessibility,
relevant content, setting high expectations of the class, and overall knowledge of the subjects they are teaching. Please fix the CS department.
I received a quality education at Mississippi State University.
I recommend doing my engineering outreach, coming into college I was against engineering because I didnt fully understand what it was. Then I saw what it was and fell in love.
I recommend that MSU-Meridian do a better job in advising their future students.
I sent an email to the dean following last semester. I was extremely unhappy with the way the professors handled summer 2020 and Fall 2020.The dean did not acknowledge me, I feel
unheard. I feel I paid far too much money for poor quality instruction.The only reason I continued this semester is because I have 20k in student loans that won't pay themselves. Your
professors need to be reminded they are being paid by students. They need to provide professional communication to students.
I should have a minor in Biology but I didnt see that option available under minors
I sincerely enjoyed my experience at MSU. I would do it all over again if I could. This university has an outstanding atmosphere, unlike any other. The biggest blessing was my opportunity
to enhance my education through research.
I started out having no clue what I was doing and struggled to find my way, but I am glad I chose the path that I did and met the instructors I had along the way.
I struggled a lot. I did not start in Interdisciplinary studies, but i wish i did. If I had known about it sooner, I would have done a lot better academically and been happier and had a better
handle on mental health. That major in particular needs to be addressed and recommended more.
I studied Aerospace Engineering and I experienced harassment and blackmail. The advisor, Mrs. Bush requested personal information from me in exchange for her advising services. She
withheld Scholarship funds from me by withholding her signature. She yelled at me for asking for her signature and aggressively approached me forcing me to retreat out of her office and
into the hall. I felt forced to transfer out of the department due to Mrs. Bush?ÇÖs hostile behavior. Listen, I am not the only one.
I suggest increasing the availability of places and locations for students to do work. I do not work well at home or in my room, so having a place away from that to study and do homework
was the only reason I made it through college.
I suggest making campus feel safer for female students.
I suggest you get out and get to know someone new.
I think MSU has done several things well with regards to maintaining a good campus environment. However, I am somewhat irritated at what feels like the continual decline of the
Aerospace Department. Whether that be through leadership, departmental issues, or funding, I feel like these issues need to be addressed. Especially if MSU continues to advertise it's
Aerospace curriculum as top notch.
I think MSU was a very good choice for my bachelor's degree. I was skeptical when I first decided to join MSU for my undergraduate degree but upon coming here, meeting the faculty,
visiting the campus, made me ensure that I was in a good place to get the education I would be needing for my future endeavors and career. As a whole, MSU was a very fun place to learn
and I would definitely recommend it to any of my future relatives or friends.
I think Mississippi State provided everything that I could possibly need, it was just up to me to use those resources. Probably the most frustrating thing was development/structural integrity
surrounding MsState campus, but other than that it has been a good experience and I appreciate the attempt to make things as normal as safely possible.
I think if there was an FE exam review class offered it would help a lot.
I think it is highly racist to single out any one ethnicity like Mississippi State currently does. An organization like the "black voices of msu" continue to segregate cultures. We should have
zero organizations that have any ethnicity in the title or requirement for entry.
I think it is important for professors to be able to speak the main language clearly, which for this school is English. It is important for instructors to be invested in INSTRUCTING not
research!!!
I think one area where my experience could have improved is in keeping a single academic advisor over my years. I had a new advisor every semester and that made it difficult to build a
relationship with them when I only saw them once.
I think perhaps there should be a bigger online presence for student involvement for online students.
I think some teachers in my department need to understand more on the teaching aspects and not on the marks. I think the few teachers are more focused on their students scoring well
rather than them actually learning the material. T.J Jankun-Kelly is one of the greatest teachers that I have had.
I think that it would be a good idea for the College of Education to have students do their internships for a complete year in one classroom. I think that when they have the experience to be
with the same teacher for a full year they can learn from the beginning to the end with them. It's hard to come in the second half of the year and try to pick up everything they have laid
down for an entire semester already.
I think that it would be a good idea to have more advisors for the College of Business, because I feel that Vincent Young has a lot on his plate. Although I did not have trouble with him and
my advising, I think it would be a more personal experience for students if MSU provided more advisors for its College of Business students.
I think that most of the professors were diverse; but many of the students were very typical Mississippian's who voiced their harsh and rude opinions especially due to who is in office as the
president during this time. I have heard people say racial slurs and disrespect teachers and that shouldn't be what people think about when they hear Mississippi State University. I am a
born and raised Mississippi resident myself and I can even realize how wrong that people like that were.
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I think that some of the classes could have done a better job of making classes more realistic to what you might see in a real job. Some classes taught valuable information that would help
for when working, but did not always explain what and why the problem was even being solved.
I think the main thing I would recommend is improved parking, but you guys are already doing that. I would also recommend a better parking situation on game days for the weekend for
people living on campus. I had them try to charge me to park in the north zone parking when I lived in Griffis freshman year and it was really frustrating. I loved most all of my professors
and they genuinely tried to help and made a welcoming environment, save a limited few.
I think these 5 years of studying here at Mississippi State have been very up and down, especially with the added challenge of being a student-athlete. However, the people I've met and
the relationships I've built with people here made every uphill battle worth it and every downhill ride that much more enjoyable. I wouldn't trade my time here for anywhere else.
I thoroughly enjoyed challenging myself to extend my learning in all disciplines across campus as well as the exposure I had to other areas of learning.
I thoroughly enjoyed my experience at MSU and would highly recommend it to any future student.
I thoroughly enjoyed my time at MSU and I am grateful that I made the decision to transfer here from USM.
I thoroughly enjoyed my time at MSU.
I thoroughly enjoyed my time at MSU. I am forever grateful for the wonderful college experience, even as a transfer from junior college. If I had to do it all over again, I would choose MSU
every time.
I thoroughly enjoyed my time at MSU. I met a lot of diverse people and it made me appreciate my background even more. I believe MSU made me grow as a person and allowed me to
strengthen my leadership skills in various classroom and extracurricular settings.
I thoroughly enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University
I thoroughly enjoyed my time at the English Department of MSU, and I found it both formative and fulfilling. I would not have traded my time with the faculty here for the world, and a large
part of who I am as a scholar and a person is because of these wonderful people. I think MSU provides plenty of opportunity to its students, and the memories made from these
opportunities will follow me for a lifetime.
I thoroughly enjoyed my time in Starkville for the past 5 years as a student.
I transferred in from JUCO going in to my junior year. It was a "culture shock" to say the least. I came from a JUCO of around 5,000 students to a university of around 23,000. Thompson
Hall welcomed me in with open arms. I have enjoyed being able to get hands on with most of my course work during labs. Most professors are enthusiastic about what they do and want us
to learn. I will forever be thankful to MSU for all the friends I have made and the memories that will stick with me forever.
I transferred to MSU my junior year of college, and I wish I would have attended all 4 years.
I truly enjoyed my time at MSU - Meridian Campus. My instructors were very knowledgeable of the information that taught us. They also were always available to assist if me or my
classmates needed any help. HAIL STATE!!!
I truly enjoyed my time at MSU. I met many wonderful people and learned many life lessons. I gained lots of experience and knowledge that will help me with my future endeavors.
I truly enjoyed my times here at MSU. I?ÇÖve learned things and experienced things I know I wouldn?ÇÖt have have at any other university in Mississippi. The environment always feels
so safe and welcoming. I definitely feel like I made the right choice coming here and I plan on finding a great job in my major and also continue my education.
I understand that the Aerospace Engineering department is in the process of rebuilding its reputation from the turnover in staff over the past 5 years. But it is affecting the instruction within
the courses. Students have made aware their concerns and I do believe that the department is trying to overcome its struggles. But every chance I get to say something, I take advantage
of it, hence this survey. Overall, my experience at MSU was great and unforgettable. Hail State!
I want to give a big thanks to the landscapers and janitors of MSU for keeping the campus clean and beautiful all year round. Also, thank you to all the business and office associates on
campus for keeping our community running!
I want to thank MSU for all of my experiences. I truly enjoyed my time at MSU and can not wait to see where this chapter will next begin! GO DAWGS!
I was a transfer student from another 4-year institution, and I was welcomed with open arms by everyone at MSU.
I was able to switch advisors in the middle of my time here at State, but some advisors could careless about their advisees and seek to intentionally be hateful. I believe that if someone is
going to advise a student, he/she should not absolutely hate his/her job.
I was an all around good experience.
I was an online/distant student. Therefore, some of these criteria above did not apply to me. However, I did enjoy the flexibility of the program!
I was not a fan.
I was pretty satisfied with MSU overall throughtout my years attending as a student.
I was quite displeased that I was advised to apply for my degree in the spring so that I could walk knowing I would be doing a maymester class. I ended up having to double pay for the
application fee and did not even walk becasue of the pandemic.
I was so excited to be able to attend my dream University, however the learning experience was a little different than I expected. I think that State should put in more effort to get more
skilled professors to teach courses like Real Estate, Insurance ,etc. Other than that being a MSU student was the best time of my life.
I was so excited when I got a chance to attend Mississippi State. Going to a school where my mother was an alumni has been a honor and a privelage. Being a non-tradiotnal student, I
thought it would be tough. Mississippi State made me feel right at home.
I was very disappointed in many aspects of the kinesiology department and their lack of supplemental learning. I do not feel equipped to take the steps into grad school or a job with the
amount of information I have learned.
I was very impressed with MSU faculty and staff. I am glad I chose to further my education at this university.
I was very pleased with all of the teaching styles that each professor provided. All of my professors within my department were always so helpful and personable. They would always grant
help when needed and made sure you knew that too. My experience here at Mississippi State went by very fast, but I am hoping to be here a few more years if I get accepted into graduate
school.
I was very well pleased with my experience at MSU.
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I wasted thousands of dollars on things because of miscommunications with my advisor and even graduated later than I should have. I love MSU and the memories I made here, but there
were many days where I felt betrayed by advisors and felt they didn't really care or prioritize my need to graduate.
I will always be a strong advocate for Mississippi State University because of my incredible experience here as an undergraduate student. The faculty, staff, and students made this place
my home the past four years. I love giving campus tours and selling the university to incoming freshmen because I know they are making one of the best decisions in their lives. Thank you,
MSU, for everything you have helped me accomplish and for making me who I am today. You will always remain in my heart.
I will always be thankful for my time at Mississippi State.
I will look back on my experience positively, though the challenges are currently making the appreciation difficult. One person that specifically will remain in a positive light is my academic
advisor, Chase Barr. Chase provided guidance, advice, and availability to help with any problems or questions. Chase is the man.
I will miss it!
I will miss you Mississippi State! Forever cling to thee, fondest memories of these! MAROON & WHITE! Thank you for preparing me so well for graduation! I am happy to say I accepted a
full-time job in Data! I loved my 4 years here and will miss it to pieces!
I will truly remember my time here at Mississippi State University as being the best thing I have ever did.
I wish I had the foresight to go to literally any other school. This backwoods swamp school is the absolute worst, the people, teachers, and superfluous staff all suck.
I wish I would have been required to write more in my courses. Being able to write well is a very important skill. I wouldn't trade my time here at MSU for anything in the world. This is a
special place with dedicated faculty and a warm and welcoming spirit. No matter what my future holds a piece of my heart will always belong to Mississippi State University.
I wish I would've done more with my time here, but I am happy to be almost done. #hailstate
I wish my advisor in the CSE department was a little more involved and active in his role, he still did his job. MSU has the ability to hire people that are passionate about their fields, even if
they aren't the best when it comes to teaching. One thing that I should have done more is visit during a professor's office hours as I feel it would've been a great deal more helpful. MSU is a
great experience for STEM students and I commend them for being able to be active in the career center.
I wish on-campus activities were a little more advertised just cause I feel like I missed out on a lot. My favorite event was the kidult day and I would love if they would bring that back.
I wish that academic advisors had more time to focus on advising other than teaching. Maybe there should be a separate faculty that focuses strictly on advising, it would improve a lot and
help students career plans.
I wish that both my degrees were more challenging. I wish they both incorporated more writing. I love my experience at MSU, I do wish that they reached for excellence more. I wanted to
finish feeling satisfied with my 3.93 GPA. I want professors to not allow laziness and extra credit because students could not handle their work.
I wish the university listened to students' reviews about professors. The quality of professors ranged widely from very good and very bad, and it was disheartening when I tried to inform the
university that the professor was not properly teaching the students I never received any feedback. In addition, my department specifically needs more structure and needs to be developed
more. We do not have very many professors nor many opportunities for research/design teams/ or clubs in general.
I wish they would offer some of the classes more than at one time each semester making conflicting with other classes and harder to progress with my degree.
I would STRONGLY suggest that you put people in the financial aid office and registars office that know what they are doing. I was repeatedly mislead by the people in those offices who
answer the phones. They are the reason I would not attend MSU if I had it to do over again. It is a nightmare trying to deal with anything related to transferring or anything to do with your
mystate account. They also consistently messed up the amounts of my financial aid and loans.
I would appreciate more sidewalks and bike lanes on campus. I would have liked to have had more vegan, vegetarian, pescatarian options on campus.
I would definitely recommend MSU to future students. I loved my time here, Starkville is a very unique and fun place to live.
I would have appreciated more guidance on balancing family time with school work. I realize most students do not have a wife or kids, but I have been married for the entire duration of my
time at MSU. Additionally, there were way to many hidden fees in the overall attendance costs. Parking Services was abysmal, from beginning to end. Their most recent offense was not
fully refunding me for a parking decal that I purchased before discovering that nearly all of my classes are online.
I would have liked to have a more in depth orientation for the transfer students. I felt like I was a freshman all over again, and I had no idea where some of the buildings were, and I was
also lost on some procedures.
I would just suggest that students coming in as freshmen take an orientation course or join a club previous to the starting of their Fall semester so that they become acquainted better with
the campus, the school process, and finding friends.
I would like to acknowledge my advisor, Jonathan Black. He was absolutely wonderful. He was always willing to answer any of my questions, no matter how crazy they were. He was
always available to me. He answered every email in a timely manner. He deserves five stars. My overall experience at MSU was fabulous. My professors were all wonderful and very
helpful.
I would like to personally commend my advisor, Kevin Entrekin. He paved a degree plan out I never would have thought possible, and he was always ready, willing, and able to help at the
drop of a hat. Without him, I would have personally been under a great deal of stress, and I simply wanted to commend and formally acknowledge his hard work.
I would like to see the social work program on campus get more recognition. The professors really care about our education, and they try their best to make sure we go out into the world
prepared.
I would look more into professors because some of the professors I had did nothing to help my learning experience. Also if someone was becoming a biology major they need to realize the
biology department does not care about religious views.
I would most definitely suggest work on parking. When it is gameday, students shouldn't have to move their cars that they paid good money for decals. Alumni should find a suitable place
to park. For example, the university can provide bus shuttles to and from certain spots of the city to the stadium. If the bus shuttles won't work, they can park in the parking lots near the
basketball and baseball areas of campus.
I would not have changed a thing about my experience at MSU.
I would not have rather attended any other university in Mississippi. My last four years of education as well experiences will last a life time.
I would not trade my experience at MSU for anything.
I would not trade my experience at MSU for anything. Truly the best 4.5 years of my life so far!
I would recommend for the parking tags to be cheaper and offered based on seniority. The teachers here were awesome, you could tell the teachers wanted you to succeed. I also love the
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atmosphere at MSU it always felt like you were with your family. I wish the advising office would check in on the students and make sure they are doing well in their classes. The
housekeeping and maintenance do an AWESOME job. The campus is beautiful. I will always keep my cowbell ringing! Hail State!
I would recommend more tutors as well as academic advisors for my department of psychology. I feel that it is very limited and puts more pressure on the few that are in the department.
I would suggest including a coop or internship requirement for Biological Engineering majors so that those who are unsure if to pursue the pre-med or engineering route will have clarity
upon graduation.
I would suggest letting instructors teach overlapping classes. On a campus as small as that of MSU Meridian, I can understand needing to have few instructors to cut costs, but when there
is only one instructor for each type of class, one bad instructor can create a nearly impassible wall for students who want to graduate. By having teachers teach the same classes during
different semesters, it becomes a lot easier for students to get the quality education that they deserve.
I would tell the Poultry Science department to not practice title 9
I wouldn't attend MSU again, because of my desire to experience new places and meet new people. My answer choice for question 5.11 has no relation to the quality experience I've had at
MSU.
I wouldn't have changed a thing. Best 4 years of my life.
I wouldn't trade my experience at MSU for anything!
I'll never forget my freshman year, I got advised by Martha Wilson in Harned Hall. I am an African-American female and so is she. She basically told me that I needed to switch my major
and that I wouldn't get into medical school on time. Ever since that experience, I always made my schedule myself. Recently, I found out that other students had the same experience with
Martha, and I feel as though this is horrible for African-American students wanting to pursue a degree in Biology.
I'll remember my time here at State forever. These are precious memories that will stick with me for the rest of my life through involvement in Band to multiple clubs. Many faculty are life
long mentors to me an I will always value their opinion. I wouldn't be here without the assistance and guidance during semesters. Of course the journey was hard but I learned so much so
all that's left to say is GoDawgs and HailState
I'm glad I'm getting my degree so that I won't have to come back.
I'm going to miss this place.
I'm just ready to not be in school anymore.
I'm just thankful for the opportunity to be attend college and graduate.
I'm pretty sure throwing up one parking garage with a few levels to it would solve most of the parking problems, especially in commuter west, for a few years at least. I took chemistry my
freshman year, and the teacher told us that having a class average of 60 was a good thing and that she wouldn't curve the grade. How about finding teachers that don't think it's acceptable
to have a whole class average on a test be below passing?
I'm satisfied with how MSU worked, but I wish we were reminded more about deadlines.
I'm so grateful that I chose MSU and couldn't imagine spending the last 4 years anywhere else!
I've had a great experience at Mississippi State University and have really enjoyed my undergraduate studies. Most professors were very accommodating when certain needs arose.
I've had a great experience here at MSU and have made many great memories and friends. The writing and history classes were great here and the biological sciences were also great.
The chemistry department has needed work in my opinion on its curriculum because I had quite a stressed time even with the help provided.
I've had a great time here at State, I hope all others that come can receive the same quality education that I did.
I've had an amazing time at MSU, but I wish MSU would give Jackie Mullen & MSU Panhellenic more praise & recognition. Being a part of Panhellenic life has been one of the best
decisions I have made at MSU. The amount of support & love I have be given, not just from my chapter, but the entire row as well, has pushed me throughout college & I don't think I
could've done it without them. Overall, MSU Panhellenic deserves to be given more praise & honor. Besides that, thank you for everything MSU!
I've had wonderful experiences, but also very terrible experiences with faculty on campus. The faculty is the only reason I wouldn't attend MSU if I had the chance to do it again. I feel it's
important to make sure students are satisfied with the faculty they encounter in order to make their experience at MSU a good one. I hate that I'm leaving here with a negative experience
considering I was so excited and happy to be here as a Freshman.
I've learned more in two years in my degree program here than I ever have anywhere else. I'm thankful for the growth of the Comm department and specifically for things implemented by
Dr. Likes to the Broadcast fields. I feel very prepared for the real world.
I've love attending MSU.
I've loved my time here at MSU! I have had instructors who have gone above and beyond and many opportunities to get involved.
I've really enjoyed my time at MSU, although the handling of Covid-19 during the spring semester 2021 has disappointed me. I am very uncomfortable with coming back to class under the
current conditions, but had no choice because one of the senior classes I had to have to graduate that was only offered this semester, and only offered face to face. I feel that the university
has not taken the virus as seriously as they should have.
I've really enjoyed the last four and a half years! Hail State!
Idc
If I could do it all over again, I would have attended MSU straight out of high school instead of going to another university.
If I had the chance to do it all over again I would choose MSU every time. My experience here at MSU has been more than I could have ever hoped for. Coming in as a an out of state
student I was immediately welcomed and greeted with open arms, MSU was like a second family to me. I could not have asked for better professors, advisors, or staff to have guided me
through this academic journey. I appreciate all the MSU has given me and I can not wait to see where it takes me in the future.
If I had to give one suggestion to MSU, it would be to fix the bus schedule from the main campus to the wise center. It makes it very difficult to make it to classes on time when there is only
one bus going back and forth.
If I had to go back and take my bachelors degree again, I would definitely attend to MSU again. I do not regret coming to this school. Everything I learned, the people I worked with, my
professors, and each department on campus, have helped me to become the person that I am today. I will definitely recommend MSU to anyone! HAIL STATE!
If I knew I would have had to take two years worth of courses that had nothing to do with my degree I would have found the training elsewhere and joined the career force years ago.
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School just felt like an obstacle once I understood what I wanted to do because I had to take classes that were not relevant to my future career at all.
If traditionally face to face classes have to be switched to hybrid/completely online, tuition should be lowered. The level of instruction is never the same regardless of the skill of the
professor and we should not have to pay for what we do not get.
Improve science department, specifically physics and chemistry.
Improve upon health (mental and physical) options/services for students.
In my 2 years at Mississippi State University, I could not have chosen a better department to be apart of. I was instructed by some of the best teachers this University has to offer. One
person I would like to point out is Dr. Randy Little. He helped develop me from a very average student to a student excelling to their full capability. He pushes you to be the very best you
can be personally and academically and I will forever be grateful for that.
In terms of my negative answers, my aerospace advisor was difficult to work with when I wanted to move to the college of business. As for opposing points of view, I thankfully accepted
that not everyone will agree with me long before college. My public speaking teacher is a perfect example of teachers going after conservative students. I had an A in her class before I
made a speech halfway through the semester with an opposing view and ended the class at a low C.
In the poultry program at MSU, your teachers have no practical knowledge about the poultry industry in Mississippi.
Incredible 5 years, could not have asked for a better experience! Would do it all over again if I could.
Instructors waste too much time in the classroom.
International Business Advisors need to be expanded. There should be more advising for International Business students.
International Student Office was very disorganized and was very uninformed upon my status as an international student and never knew the the law that was required for an international
student.
Introduce Job opportunities/ Career options in a more welcoming manner not so harsh even though its that important.
Invite a more diverse group of people into the faculty, by doing this it allows everyone an opportunity to have a better understanding of each other. Obviously this won't benefit me, but for
generations to come I think there should be more than a hand full of minority faculty members with the power to impose change.
It always felt like the financial aid office never made an effort to help or solve an issue.
It feels like everything is about money to the admin, fees everywhere you look. Especially the ASE department feels like they want to put nothing into student development instead focusing
the money only where there is profit to be made.
It has been a fantastic time.
It has been a great experience.
It has been great attending MSU, but when a student has an issue with a professor they should be taken serious.
It is extremely aggravating that we have to pay to send transcripts and apply for graduation. I feel that it is just an easy way to make us pay even more money because of course we are
going to do what it takes to further our education and graduate. I do not find it justified at all to require us to pay for these services.
It was a GREAT experience
It was a crazy rollercoaster ride, but I can say that I learned some valuable information in and out of the classroom, here at MSU, that has prepared me for life, and I grateful for all of it.
It was a fantastic experience! Amazing campus atmosphere, lots of extracurricular opportunities, and great facilities for learning.
It was a good life learning experience and I enjoyed the life lessons and responsibilities it taught me.
It was a great experience
It was a great experience and I will highly recommend attending MSU to future students.
It was a great experience to attend MSU. A life long dream completed.
It was a great learning experience.
It was a great time and it taught me a lot.
It was a great time!!
It was a long and difficult journey to get to the point I am at now.
It was a roller coaster ride , although its a part of life and I loved the challenge.
It was a truly wonderful experience. I look forward to continuing my education at Mississippi State University.
It was a very good experience.
It was a wonderful experience, and I truly enjoyed my time at Mississippi State!
It was alright.
It was amazing 5 Semester. I many great experience.
It was an amazing experience filled with memories and growth.
It was an awesome experience.
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It was an up and down battle that nobody at the school cared about. This school sadly only has one intention and that is to make money.
It was fantastic! I met lifelong friends, and I am glad that I chose to earn my degree at MSU! Sidenote: Parking Services needs to be reevaluated.
It was fun! Thank you!
It was fun. (2 Counts)
It was good
It was good time. (:
It was good.
It was great MSU.
It was great experience here in MSU. Specially, being an international student I loved the vibes and environment here.
It was great. (2 Counts)
It was not perfect, but I had a great experience at MSU. I appreciate the support from the faculty.
It was obvious this university cared more about making money than ensuring that its students received a quality education while at the same time, spending obscene amounts of money on
athletics. Maybe that money could have been better spend improving faculty of the Chemistry and Physics departments?
It was overall great but i feel like the university should help all students more after graduation to help find a job in their field.
It was six long and very hard years with a ton up up and downs due to how much life can happen in that time. I enjoyed my time though I wouldn't do it again cause I'm just tired at this point
and want to move on.
It was the best 4 years of my life until Covid took away the joy of my last semester. GO DAWGS!
It was the best four years of my life, minus the pandemic! I am so sad that this big change had to occur and really impact my senior year. Even still, it really was such a special gift and I
enjoyed each day on campus. I thank God for giving me this opportunity.
It was the best two years of my life! Thank you MSU!
It was the greatest time of my life.
It was wonderful until covid came and pushed me back.
It went well.
It would be nice if on campus students did not have to pay to wash clothes.
It would have been nice to have the same advisor for all four years.
It's a great school as a transfer student with lots of resources.
It's been real
It?ÇÖs been a great experience, I?ÇÖm ready to graduate but I hate to leave!
It?ÇÖs was good !
Its an amazing school where I have made so many memories but its not perfect. My only real gripe is it wasn't till my last year and half did I feel like I was doing engineering, I understand
alot of pre reqs are required but the intro into our major classes should not be busy work like they were. They should be projects like the things we work on in EMT and MSD
Its was kind of like that bubble gum my mom would get me as a child at first it was super sweet then after about 10 minutes or days it turns hard and not sweet.
Just fix advising.
Just happy to be done with undergrad.
Kudos to Vergie Bash, College of Business Academic Coordinator. She was extremely helpful and available to help in any way. My former academic advisor in Economics, however, is a
different story. She answered direct questions only at a point when I didn't know the questions I should be asking. Did her job, but did not reach out to actually be helpful AT ALL.
Learn so much information. Great school
Less bullying in my department. But other than that, I had a blast.
Less online more in person.
Library needs an update.
Love it!
Love ya'll
Loved MS . Wouldn't trade my bulldog family for the world.
Loved MSU
Loved being on campus since day one of freshman year.
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Loved every second of it!
Loved my experience here. Most of the faculty I dealt with was very willing to help me (with the exception of a few).
Loved my time here at MSU! However, I would change a few things: 1) Have better parking and more any valid permit areas, including by the ADS building since we have no parking over
there if we are not commuter south. 2) Please have more TA's that speak english for harder classes such as chemistry and physics.
Loved my time here at MSU. Covid made some things a struggle but that happened everywhere
Lovely
Loyal friends we'll always be, love you MSU faculty, staff, and students!
MORE PARKING SPOTS AND STOP OVERSELLING PERMITS!!!!!
MSU and colleges in general are overpriced. The facility did not go over and beyond for their students and it seem liked most of them did not care or were even passionate about the
subject they taught. My degree and college experience was not worth over $50,000. A lot of my friends have debt over their heads because of this overpriced scam and the universities are
not taking any blame on their end. I hope MSU does better in the future. Probably not
MSU campus provides a safe academic environment in my opinion and I?ÇÖm am glad to receive my education from there.
MSU did a great job with virtual learning.
MSU does not accommodate students as individuals. No help with shadowing, hospital volunteer work. Dr. Roberts switched to advising, horrible. Dr. Reese helped, Love her. The PA
advisor, great. Parking service, about money. Great instructors, but Dr. Mark Worthy should be reviewed, rudest ever and his teaching methods nonexistent. In the beginning I loved MSU,
towards the end I felt that the university is only revolved around money, and I, the student, was of the universities least concern.
MSU gave me the best education and lifelong friends. Thank you!
MSU has been a great place for me to get my education, I wouldn't change a thing I did here!
MSU has been an amazing experience for me and I look forward to returning for Veterinary schooling.
MSU has been an amazing home for the past 4 years. I have made many memories, and met tons of wonderful people.
MSU has been one of the greatest place for me where I learnt so much and grew a lot as an individual. I definitely would miss this place a lot but I'm excited about the upcoming future
where I can use knowledge and experiences gain from here and apply to real world.
MSU has been the best college years I've ever attended and future plans of doing more concern things like graduated school or doing more research work at MSU is in mind.
MSU has changed my life for the better, and I feel fully prepared to step into the professional world and start my career.
MSU has given me a great deal of knowledge and companionship
MSU has given me an opportunity to expand my education greatly, and also help me along the way. I would recommend anyone to Bagley Collage of Engineer.
MSU has given me the most amazing and fulfilling three and a half years of my life. I am so grateful to have attended a university that makes graduating and saying goodbye so hard. I
have grown academically in ways I cannot describe, and have made lifelong friends and connections I will carry with me throughout my entire life! Hail State!
MSU has gotten me to the point in my life where I feel I am prepared to be an independent and productive member of society. Some classes were difficult and taught me I had to work that
much harder, but in the end it all paid off.
MSU has made me the man I am today, I am so glad that I was able to be apart of this college experience. 10/10 recommend it to any and everybody. I love you guys, thank you.
MSU has provided me with a good overall experience. The Business Department definitely the best department at MSU. I would definitely recommend MSU emphasizing on the fact that
they are indeed also a good school in Business and not only Engineering and Agriculture.
MSU has provided me with great resources from the faculty and students. Very great environment. Parking services have improved over the years I have been at MSU. Classes have been
close to my parking zone which I loved. Housing on campus was a really great experience for me for two years. It's been the best time at MSU.
MSU has provided me with the best years of my life in terms of personal growth and education. I have made lifelong friends and unforgetable memories through both my classes and
extracurricular activites. The transit system created an almost seemless transition from on to off campus living, and the campus itself is beautiful lively. My only complaint would be about
parking and traffic, especially on gamedays.
MSU has provided me with the skills to that I need to be successful in my career. Thank you!
MSU has taught me what it means not only be a responsible student but also a responsible human. I have matured into a young man while attending MSU and the lessons learned here
will never be forgotten.
MSU is a fantastic place that is warm and welcoming to all and I am leaving MSU with zero regrets about my tenure in Starkville. Choosing to come to State was one of the best decisions I
have ever made.
MSU is a fantastic school and I am glad I had the opportunity to attended high level learning at MSU.
MSU is a fun campus to attend, and I would highly recommend people to attend here.
MSU is a great place, and it has taught me a lot. I wish I could come back and do it all over again.
MSU is a great university to attend. They gave me that feeling of home while being away from home.
MSU is a special place!
MSU is my home, and it has prepared me to go out into the world. So thankful for the staff and faculty who have shown me the way. Hail State!
MSU is my personal home away from home. I truly felt at home being 8 hours away from Dallas. I learned new skills that I never thought I would while here for the 4 years I was here. I will
forever be proud to be a Bulldog. Hailstate.
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MSU needs more on campus dining options.
MSU needs to be about the education. There were a large number of questions on this survey regarding cultural diversity and my feelings/experiences towards that. I would much prefer to
see MSU focus on the academic and networking education regardless of race or culture rather than impressing different cultures on its student population for no other reason than political
gain.
MSU needs to have more diversity in classroom education. African American courses need to be offered in every major as a part of the main curriculum instead of electives.
MSU obtained a special place in my heart that I didn't think could ever happen. I never thought I could have loved a college as much as I do with MSU. It really gave me a sense of where I
wanted to go with myself as an individual and I owe this school and the faculty so much more than what they are credited for. I'm glad this is the school I will become an alumna of. Hail
State Forever!!
MSU offered great opportunities for me to expand my career opportunities while in school.
MSU took a chance on me and through hard work and dedication I was able to grow to my fullest potential.
MSU was a good overall.
MSU was a great University to earn my degree, and I have thoroughly enjoyed my time here.
MSU was a great fit for me! I love this school and everything that it has to offer. My professors helped me find my path for what I want to do as a career. They have helped me work with the
degree I have to make those those goals happen.
MSU was and amazing experience for me and my family. I appreciate all of the authority that tried to stop my growth and graduation because what doesn't kill you will only make you
stronger. I'm a believer in you reap what you sow and through the unnecessary obstacles I have dealt with from teachers and track coaches God has kept me focused on the long term goal
which is graduation.
MSU was everything I hoped it would be and made my college experience as great as it could have possibly been.
MSU was fair and helpful in every endeavor I took on during my education experience.
MSU was great in everything it did. The only problem I have at MSU is the parking services. They sell way to many parking passes, and they do this for the revenue they receive through
tickets. This constant writing of tickets has people scared to park. The ticketing patroller needs to be held to a higher standard, because they are bringing down the reputation of MSU.
MSU was the BEST years of my young life. I would do it over and over and over again if I could and couldn't thank MSU enough for the friends, community, and overall experience it
brought me. Starkville holds a special place in my heart and always will!
MSU was the best choice I ever made. From the very first time I talked to Evan in the IDS online department I felt welcomed and valued. He answered all of my questions and concerns.
The professors were all great. I felt like I truly mattered to each of them & they took my concerns into consideration each time they were voiced. I don?ÇÖt think I would?ÇÖve been as
successful in any other online program without the constant love and support from everyone at MSU!
MSU was the best four Years of my life I am so thankful for the experience.
MSU was the best place that i chose to come to because it help me to become person i am today. if you come here it will teach a lot of things that you don't know about the world.
MSU was the perfect place for me to receive my undergraduate degree and I have loved every minute of being a bulldog and representing this university. Hail State!
MSU was to date the best decision I've ever made. I learned how to be a leader and how to be a better person. The people here have changed my life forever.
MSU will always be home to me. I still get chills every-time I drive into campus or hear those cowbells ring. I will never forget the memories I had in Starkville and I wish they never had to
end. Thank you Mississippi State University and Mark Keenum for great leadership top to bottom of the best university out there!
MSU's Gautier Campus needs more amenities or we need tuition reduced because it isn't fair that we pay the same tuition as Starkville campus students, and we don't have a proper study
area, breakroom area, group project area, testing/workshop area, or any type of area for student organization activities. I won't be recommending anyone to join this program until changes
are made. It's ridiculous that this program has been active for five years now and our voices have still not been heard.
MSU's animal and dairy science program is something to be proud of. I am proud to become an MSU alumni.
MSU, will forever be my home away from home! These four years have been the best time ever. The students, faculaty, campus itself has truly made me feel welcomed each time I step
foot onto MSU Campus! I truly will miss my time here at MSU, i cannot believe it is already time for me to graduate! MSU will always hold a special place in my heart. I will forever wrap
eveything in Maroon and White.
Make it easier to send in a transcript
Make students feel like the university cares for them. There were multiple times where I felt like a number and a bank account for MSU. There are little welcoming opportunities for students
outside of greek life. Make it about the students.
Many of the aforementioned questions are not directed at online students, therefore, the response to such questions are simply "neutral."
Maybe a little upgrade in Simrall. Old building.
Mechanical Engineering students should be REQUIRED to take a machining class. This course should include HANDS-ON experience to properly learn how to operate a mill, lathe, etc.
Maybe even show them how to use a CNC machine. Also, give 4.0 engineering students give more scholarship money. Give less to the athletes. The whole point of going to an institution
of higher learning is EDUCATION, not sports. The least y'all could do is reward the hard working students that maintain a high GPA.
Meridian Branch lacks opportunities for students. Poor Libraries and food facilities. Lack of between class environment. Faculty that killed my enjoyment for my major than has me
regretting my major choices. I comprehended more at MCC than at MSU. Teachers not prepared for classes. Getting correct books on time was a failure due to teachers and book store not
communicating correctly.
Mississippi State is a great school to attend the advisors, and teachers are great.
Mississippi State University gave me the greatest four years! I met my lifelong friends, my fiance, and made unforgettable memories here. I would pick MSU over and over and over again if
I could. I am so proud to call this my school, and will be so proud to say this is where I earned my degree. Hail State, forever!
Mississippi State University has been a huge part of my life for the past four years. I have been impacted by this school in numerous ways and have grown to be the best version of myself.
I am so thankful for the opportunity to have been challenged and appreciated by my peers, professors, and organizations at Mississippi State. As a freshmen someone told me that
Mississippi State is one big warm hug, and I could not think of anything else to describe this school. Hail State & Go Dawgs!!
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Mississippi State University has been an amazing institution, that allowed me pursue my degree despite my unique work circumstances.
Mississippi State University has been great for the past 3 years. From learning through a variety of courses and experiences, I plan to use my knowledge in order to navigate my way in life
in the future.
Mississippi State University has felt like home since I visited in high school. Everyone has been so welcoming and kind. They are willing to help you, you just have to ask. I loved it here and
the friends I've made along the way.
Mississippi State University has great campus life where any student has the opportunity to receive a solid education located in a good place. Game days are awesome and has been one
of the most amazing atmospheres I?ÇÖve ever been apart of. It?ÇÖs been hard at times, it?ÇÖs fun at times, but definitely worth that milestone. MSU is the best and I will forever be
proud to be part of the Bulldog family.
Mississippi State University has the most special place in my heart. I will always cherish my time there.
Mississippi State University is a friend and home to all.
Mississippi State University is the best college to attend for education and skills. There is a lot a information and classes to take in order to achieve your goals in life. The main theme to
remember about education is "A Mind Is A Terrible Thing To Waist".
Mississippi State University was a great experience. I have gotten to know a lot of different people here from different backgrounds. The education that I received from here was excellent. I
would recommend anyone to go here to further their education.
Mississippi State University was an amazing environment to develop into a productive member of society
Mississippi State gave me the best five years of my life thus far. better yet, I feel MSU has prepared me for every year to come in my career to be even better
Mississippi State has created such a loving and welcoming home to me, I fell in love with it very quickly and continued to love it more as I progressed through college. I have left with a
great education, incredible life long friendships, and cherish-able memories! This school will always hold a special place in my heart.
Mississippi State has far exceeded my expectations. This university is my second home.
Mississippi State has forever helped changed my life. I would not forget my experience here. I wish that MSU would incorporate more diversity into student organizations and academics. It
would be nice to see more diversity in student apparel than just on the football field.
Mississippi State has provided me with a strong foundation that I can take into any work environment. I have made life long friends and memories that I will keep close to my heart as long
as live. I thank Mississippi State for everything it has done for me.
Mississippi State is a welcoming university for all students, regardless of background. My four years here have shown me that no matter who you are, you will find your family here. Thank
you to everybody who makes this university great.
Mississippi State is an amazing school. I antipirate attending graduate school at Mississippi State as well.
Mississippi State needs to stress its inclusion of diversity more. Hire more Black, Indigenous, and People of Color teachers. Additionally more positive press about the diversity groups
should be done by the upper faculty. All presidents of the individual colleges as well as the head president should regularly be promoting diversity groups more to make sure all people feel
more welcome at Mississippi State. More staff sensitivity training on LGBTQ+ and BIPoC issues.
Mississippi State was a great school that helped me find myself. I appreciate my professors for guiding me in my academic path towards success.
Mississippi State was great!
Mississippi State was the right choice for my undergraduate program. I loved being here, and I only wish my last two semesters hadn't been interrupted beyond anyone's control.
Mississippi State will always have a place in my heart. Hail State.
Mississippi State will always hold a special place within me, it was home away from home for a long time. I miss it already
More discussions about career options
More diversity, more POC representation. Also, I found advisors very unhelpful and rude.
More money should be spent on education instead of athletics, but it seems that student needs are worth less than football tickets.
More needs to be done in terms of education students about financial aid. I feel like freshman can be overwhelmed the whirlwind of new things being thrown at them and don't have time to
really learn the future financial meaning of those decisions.
More outdoor recreation options would be cool.
More parking on campus please, the new lots are great but they were not in time for me to be able to use them.
More student involvement with SA outside of Greek life would be nice
Most part there where good professors, when you could get in their classes, if not you were on your own and just had to learn it all yourself with limited resources.
Ms. Harris, advisor for BSIS major, is seriously the best advisor Mississippi State has. I have been through a lot and she is the only one I have had and heard of that genuinely cares about
her students. She actually takes the time to help out and wants what is best for her students. Let her be known as a great lady and a great person to be working for the school. I know many
other who will back this up. She tells you exactly what needs to be done and does not beat around the bush.
My Experience at MSU was a very positive one! Certainly there were times where I was dissatisfied with a professor or a service, but my overall experience heavily leaned towards the
positive. It's hard to give too many suggestions, as COIVD has really twisted what the campus experience was like, and most things I would list will hopefully be solved when everything
returns to normal. I guess one thing I would like to see more of, are more academically minded speakers invited by MSU.
My General experience at MSU was good.
My MSU experience has been one I will never forget and will forever be grateful for! The campus, facilities, people and staff are all so welcoming and polite. Both my athletic and academic
experiences here at MSU have provided me with so many different opportunities and friendships.
My Program adviser was sub-par and had a negative impact on my college experience. Although my language adviser, Keith Moser, was phenomenal. Other than this, the faculty at MSU,
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specifically my business classes, were outstanding in every way. Also, student organizations and my involvement in them skyrocketed my satisfaction with MSU.
My advisor was really no help at all. Her misguidance almost caused me to have to take an extra semester. I was very disappointed.
My advisor would never reach out to me unless I start the conversation, and even then, I had to pray for a response. Also, the COVID response by the University has left a stain on how I
view MSU. There doesn't seem to be a coherent plan to thoroughly prepare students through this hellhole of a curriculum. Changes need to occur, and a plan of action needs to be made to
fit a curriculum like that of Georgia Tech if this University wants to continue to boast its Engineering "Excellence".
My college education at MSU was everything I thought it would be and more. I was highly involved in non-greek student organizations and held two undergraduate research jobs while on
campus. I was also given the opportunity to intern all three summers while I was a student here at MSU. I felt pushed to succeed by this University and truly believe my success of finding
a full time job while still in school was due to MSU.
My degree from of Mississippi State University will be the best thing I have ever received.
My degree plan made it to where I needed to take Tech Writing in the spring of my Junior year. There were not enough spots for the class for many students for the spring and subsequent
fall semester. I had to deal with overrides and the stress of not knowing if I will get my degree on time. I think that a student should be able to take a prereq class if a degree plan dictates
they take it at a certain time.
My dream has always been to attend MSU and the experience exceeded my expectations. I have absolutely loved my time here at MSU and will miss it. I really enjoyed all of my
criminology classes and the different teachers that taught them. I feel that MSU has taught me some many different things and I am grateful.
My education at MSU prepared me to be successful in my field and has opened many doors to new opportunities.
My experience as an undergraduate at Mississippi State University has been lovely.
My experience at MSU has been a complete roller coaster. There were many ups and downs throughout the semesters. The thing that I really liked is that the good out weighed the bad.
The People I met here became like family to me and have done so much to help me to this point. MSU has been a great experience overall and its been a great one.
My experience at MSU has been a life-changing experience, to say the least. I have made so many memories and connections that will last a lifetime. Hail State forever.
My experience at MSU has been fun. Although I dropped out two times within five years I still completed my degree. Thank you MSU.
My experience at MSU has been nothing short of unforgettable. I chose kinesiology as my program of choice, and I loved everything about it. I did not choose it until my second semester of
junior year, but I am forever grateful I did. My advisor worked with me to keep me as on track as possible with the late transition. The courses were certainly challenging, but I believe that I
am prepared for my next step of education because of Mississippi State.
My experience at MSU has been wonderful, I obtained professional knowledge that will benefit me in the future.
My experience at MSU has taught me on thing, which is life is unpredictable. There are days when everything can go good for you and there are days when t can be bad for you.
Sometimes time might be wired or not very interesting to you at all. The most important thing to remember is that learning never stop for you. You can finds campus group or students
groups to help you explore your curricular skills.
My experience at MSU is definitely something that I will remember for a long time. There were a lot of tears here from school and the people that I have met. I feel really happy that I have
met the people that I know today and do not regret attending MSU. Academically I wish I had tried 10x?ÇÖs harder, but I am where I am now. I wish I could stay a little longer but I too must
move on and found out what I need to do in life. I liked it here.
My experience at MSU was a good one.
My experience at MSU was amazing. I have met so many people from different cultures and background, and MSU gave me the opportunity to not just be a student but to develop as an
individual. I have learned and grown so much within these past 4 years at MSU as a student and I look forward to developing myself further after graduation. As always, Hail State!!
My experience at MSU was amazing. I was able to learn more than I ever could have imagined and excel in my department through clubs and leadership positions.
My experience at MSU was great I networked with some good people and loved the environment around campus.
My experience at MSU was like no other. I grew up in the Starkville area and while attending MSU I got the chance to see old friends and meet new ones. I have loved being at MSU for
the past three and a half years. It has been the best time of my life.
My experience at MSU was more than I ever imagined. I met so many friends and teachers and made lifetime friendships while at MSU. I am a white male, majoring in Agronomy with a 3.0
GPA. I came from a community college and didn't have many transfer hours due to a major change. I am from Corinth, MS. If I had to go back in time I would go straight to MSU out of high
school. Everybody is helpful and cares about each student being successful.
My experience at MSU was not as outgoing as others due to me commuting and COVID-19. If I were a on-coming student, I would look into extracurricular activities to become involved on
campus. I really missed out on these opportunities due to me being a commuter and trying to maintain a steady income as well. MSU is home to a great campus and staff with tremendous
hospitality. Overall, I have enjoyed my time at MSU. If I had to start all over, I would definitely come to MSU again.
My experience at MSU was nothing short of amazing. I had professors guide me and help me along my academic journey, as well as making sure that the material that was lectured in each
class could be taken out into my professional career. I highly recommend MSU to any person that is considering furthering their academic career at a university.
My experience at MSU was very good. Most of my teachers exceeded the aspect of teaching possible, others did not. My advisor seemed very helpful, but she was specific about some
things. She sometimes made it seem like she didn't want to help us when we had questions. Those were some negative points, but there were also some positive. She was helpful at times.
Most of the time she was quick to respond to emails. I am proud of the decision I made to come to MSU.
My experience at MSU was very rewarding and fulfilling. For staff, the need to sympathy among students in intense climates needs to be increased, but I enjoyed my experience in this
school over the past three years.
My experience at MSU was very satisfying. These were the best years of my life. I met a lot of great people, I made new friends, and I learned a lot from my teachers. It took me a while to
find the major I really wanted but once I found it, I loved it. Thank you MSU for all the memories and lessons you taught to me. I cannot wait to carry this experience to the professional
world. Hail State!
My experience at MSU were awesome. I've met lifelong friends and I was able to attend the best gospel choir ever. I cherish every single moment at State and if I could do it all over again I
would. The school was awesome and I just loved it in general. Don't get me wrong though, there were some awful professors but there were great ones too. I loved Mr. Chartese Jones and
Dr. Brandy Roberts. Their passion for teaching was spectacular.
My experience at MSU were great because i got to work with peoples who was less fortunate then I was. I got the opportunity to work with people of all ages such as the youth, elderly, and
homeless. once I leave MSU I plan to work in the mental health field or at a non-profit organization.
My experience at Mississippi State University is life time full of memories that I will never forget. I have had some bad times and good times but at Mississippi State University the good
always out weight the bad. From making this home from home, to meeting new people, and coming across great professor that are willing to help you for your future. Being at MSU have
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been wonderful experience in class to being just around the campus.
My experience at Mississippi State University was awesome. From the campus, culture, friends, family, and hometown feel it was everything I could ask for! The professors, academic
advisors, campus workers etc, it blew my mind how nice and well rounded the people were in this community.
My experience at Mississippi State has been a dream come true and I am not done yet. I plan on applying to graduate school for the fall semester and continuing my education there. I
would like the opportunity in the future to become a teacher at State.
My experience at Mississippi State was challenging, filled with countless hours of studying, and numerous major changes along the way. Since transferring from USM to MSU in 2018, I
have been granted the opportunity to engage with peers and colleagues who challenged me to explore others' differences, preserver through all forms of injustice and hardships, and
accept me for who I am as an undergrad student.
My experience at mississippi state university was an overall postive experience. I gained skills that I will take with me the rest of my life. If i were to suggest an area that needs
improvement, it would be the biological sciences departments ability to prepare students for real experiences after graduation as opposed to just school work.
My experience here at Mississippi State was great. I learned so much in my field. I had many amazing instructors that really cared about me and my future. My advisor was outstanding.
She was willing to go over and beyond to make sure everything was going good for me. My future will be great because of the things that I learned here at Mississippi State.
My experience outside of a few classes at Mississippi State was a very good experience. I felt that I was taught well and cared for while being taught. The pandemic caused a lot of
difficulties for myself, as the transition to completely online classes was not easy. However, I know that the university worked very diligently to make sure we had the resources that we
needed. Overall, I have really enjoyed my time at Mississippi State and will miss the family atmosphere.
My experience was amazing here at MSU and I will miss it greatly.
My experience was generally positive, however, It would be nice if more care/money was put into the art department/art buildings. They are run down, falling apart, and old. We also need
more materials.. I understand that they're expensive but we cant successfully work with the broken down or broken things we have. It would just be nice if the school seemed to care about
us too.
My experience was great!
My experience was great. I had been busy to with work and class as I didn't have too much of fun as needed.
My experience was pretty good. As a transfer student I had many concerns.
My experience was satisfactory in terms of Academics.
My experience with MSU was wonderful. There is absolutely nothing I would change.
My experiences at MSU were some of the best times of my life, I am looking forward to graduating and hopefully continuing my academic career here in a grad program.
My first degree path, Elementary Education, became unbearable - which is why I switched to a new path during my senior year with a 4.0 GPA. My advisor in the El. Ed. program was
unhelpful, the professors in senior block were rude, and the overall program was unorganized. Dr. Javorsky and Mrs. Ruiping were awesome, but that program needs to be evaluated and
changed for the better. Thankfully, I found HDFS. The professors were organized, my advisor was helpful, and the program was efficient.
My first semester at Mississippi State was amazing, but it has went down hill from there. Since my friends decided not to attend Mississippi State, I felt alone. Then, the pandemic
happened, and it was impossible to meet new people. I know that not much could be done to solve this problem.
My first semester made me question if MS State was the right college for me. I almost dropped out due to 2 instructors. They were preoccupied with their other careers, refused to answer
emails or grade assignments in a timely manner. An instructor failed me after I told her that if I couldn't use homeschooling my autistic son as a reason for being late on an assignment then
she shouldn't be able to use her autistic daughter as an excuse for not answering emails and grading assignments.
My freshman year, I was turned away from the Student Counseling Center after I made it clear that I was in an emergency situation (because the on call therapist had already went home).
If my roommate had not been in our dorm room, I am sure that I would've killed myself that day. I know of 2 other students who have had similar experiences. Four years later and I still
become absolutely sick to my stomach whenever I hear someone recommend this 'resource'.
My goal in life was to earn a degree from Mississippi State. I could have taken another route and attended a university closer to my home, but I am glad that I will forever be connected to
Mississippi State University. The instructors were kind and accommodating. I appreciate my time here and I would do it all over again.
My language adviser, Keith Moser, was great. Although, some teachers I had were disliked by myself and nearly everyone I knew in the program. This was very upsetting and the low
quality of teachers, one in particular, drastically hurts the great quality of the French language courses.
My largest dissatisfaction was my internship experience. Despite the Covid-19 pandemic, I was led to believe that I would be an intern during the summer of 2020. Unfortunately, my
position was cut at the last minute and I was left without a job for the summer. I understand that the world was entering an unprecedented time; however, I wish that there would have been
more communication from the company to either myself or MSU.
My last year has shown me what MSU really has to offer. I regret not taking full advantage of the services that are offered. Also, with those services, I wasn't aware of many. I know that
seeking out information may be highly recommended yet, sometimes an individual doesn't really know what they may need or the path to take in looking. All in all, I appreciate my, ever so
long stay, and I am excited to have MSU as the issuer of my undergrad degree.
My main comment/complaint is that every semester, my account would reflect a balance after my refund because there were charges added to my account after my initial refund for the
semester. I would then need to go into the account services or make a payment on the web portal when the charges could've just been put on the account earlier.
My only bad rating on this survey is because of the bus service. There was only 1 bus to my apartment most days and they always stopped early. Yet the Greek bus always has 3-4 buses.
Non Greek students should matter as well.
My only recommendation would be to help graduates find alumni connections to help them find jobs once they leave MSU.
My overall experience at MSU has been relatively positive.
My overall experience at MSU has been the absolute best. I would not have chosen any other university to complete my undergrad years in besides MSU.
My overall experience at MSU was enjoyable. As an electrical engineering major, the classes were challenging yet doable. It has prepared me to be a contributing member of society. On
another note, East parking is a cluster. Either additional parking needs to be added or stop selling so many passes. Also, make some parking for the Sanderson. Giving people tickets for
trying to be healthy is wrong and discriminatory.
My overall experience at MSU was wonderful, and I wouldn't change anything.
My overall experience at Mississippi State University was a challenging one. I encountered many situations that have given me the opportunity to grow and learn. Being that I am from a
different environment than Mississippi, it was a struggle to adjust socially to the campus here. I eventually learned how to adjust, which has led me to experience new facets outside of my
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comfort zone. For that Mississippi State I thank you.
My overall experience at Mississippi State was good, but I did have a few issues with curriculum. I felt that the required courses for 4000 level credits were limiting and kept me from taking
classes in the literature I really wanted to study. I wish it was more open.
My overall experience in the Animal and Dairy Science department was amazing. The faculty took the needs of each student on an individual basis into consideration. I have gained so
much knowledge from my classes that I will carry a lifetime far past my degree. My extracurriculars made my experience at MSU ten times better.
My overall experience was great.
My overall experience was wonderful. I've continued to grow exponentially during my time here.
My time at MSU has been exceptional. I am so thankful for the opportunity to go to an out of state school and I cannot imagine choosing anywhere but MSU. MSU has felt like a home away
from home for me. My professors and fellow classmates have pushed me during my time at MSU to grow outside of my comfort zone-- inside and outside of the classroom. I am grateful
that I have had the privilege to further my education at such a wonderful school. All my love to MSU, hail state forever!
My time at MSU has been great. I loved almost everything about it in the last 5 years, except parking services, RA's with a sense of self-entitlement, professors with a bully complex, and
heartbreaking losses in some big time games since 2016. The everyday people of the campus will have a lasting impact on me the most, from the custodial staff to President Keenum, I had
the honor of getting to meet some of the best people I've met to date.
My time at MSU has been wonderful and I am so glad I got to attend this place. MSU has been in my family for many years and I can not wait for more of my relatives to attend this place.
Thank you to all the faculty and staff that helped me get through the good and bad times. I will miss MSU, but I will always remember this!
My time at MSU was one of the most formative periods in my life. Overall, I became an educated, well-rounded, driven individual with an appreciation for those around me. If I had to do it
over again, I would absolutely attend MSU. The memories and relationships that I formed at MSU will stick with me for the rest of my life.
My time at MSU was some of the best times I have had. I have made so many memories and would experience this all over again if I could.
My time at Mississippi State was more enjoyable when I had an idea of what I wanted to do in life.
My time at Mississippi State was one of happiness and knowledge. I will say that I have noticed throughout my time here that there are many buildings and crosswalks on campus that are
not wheelchair/handicap accessible. If State were to make more places on campus accessible to all types of students, it could amplify Mississippi State's appeal to many more people
around the country.
My time at msu went pretty smoothly, but I feel that I was treated unfairly in some situations.
My time here at MSU has been long and hard but I'm just glad I'm almost done.
My time here at Mississippi State has been wonderful. Me being from out of state, it was kind of hard at first to adapt to a new environment. I adapted well and made life long friendships
and memories in the time that I have been here. I will miss this place and wish future alumni the best. Hail State!! Craver Swing
My worst experiences have been with the Financial Aid Office, Parking Services, and Housing and Residence. I have had problems with receiving state aid that I was awarded, and every
year, I have been selected for verification. When parking spaces are limited, permits are unnecessarily expensive, and employees are hostile, administration can not realistically hope
students have positive feedback. I only interacted with the Housing department one year, but Rice Hall was disappointing. (2 Counts)
My years here at MSU have been wonderful. I wouldn't have traded them for anything.
N/A (54 Counts)
N/A.
N/a
NA (11 Counts)
Na
Need to use flex dollars in the community
Never do online classes again. I would have rather had Covid.
No comment
No comment.
No comments
No comments needed at this juncture.
No comments or suggestions
No suggestions needed.
None (17 Counts)
Nope
Nothing to comment on.
Of all my years, what bothers me most as a former resident of Deavenport was that I was constantly left without a parking spot to my own residence due to MSU prioritizing revenue from
RV's and athletics over student life. MSU appears as a friendly environment that is welcoming, but underneath all of that is another greedy corporation. I also believe that forcing an
attendance policy on budding adults is egregious as attendance realistically has no correlation to performance.
Only bad thing I could say is I just hate the parking system, It's overpriced, it barely got used, and the place I typical park got constantly closed off by football games, making my neutral
opinion on sports turn into a dislike of the entire thing for making my day harder. If we pay so much for tuition, we should at least have parking included on that.
Other than questions 5.3 and 5.4 being entirely irrelevant to the "quality of the undergraduate experience", I've nothing else to add.
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Out of state students are out of luck. It's very difficult to make friends even through new maroon camp, since many people already know each other. Almost everybody goes home on the
weekends, making campus completely dead.
Outstanding experience! I will definitely advocate for this university and will always be a proud Bulldog!
Overall I enjoyed my time academically at MSU, but did not enjoy MSU overall as I feel the student body could still be pretty intolerant. On top of that my department was gutted from
professors leaving to take jobs at other universities which I feel affected my overall educational quality.
Overall I enjoyed my time here. The construction was a good sign of the things to come, but I felt they went to things that were unnecessary when the Aerospace Department is
underfunded and running on limited professors and faulty equipment. Other than that, the professors I did have were great and helped me learn a lot. I was also blessed to be a part of
several really great organizations on campus.
Overall I had a wonderful time at MSU. I have made countless friends that will carry on with me later in life and have enjoyed being taught by a majority of my professors.
Overall I loved my college career, however, if given the option to do it again I would not go back to MSU. The reasoning behind this thought is not just because of the price but also because
of the general lack of concern that the university has for its student population. If the student is not an athlete, well off, or in a Greek organization they are paid no mind at all and essentially
left to figure out their own path and navigate the waters of college alone.
Overall a good experience
Overall a great school. On e with flaws, but one that allowed me to hone my skills and leaves me hopeful for my future moving forward. Thanks msstate for all the adventures good and bad.
Overall good
Overall good experience. As an aerospace engineering student, I hope that research will be done in way more areas than the present. There is virtually no research in chemical or electric
spacecraft propulsion being done at MSU, and that is a shame. More funding and faculty members should be secured in that area, so that a more diverse group of students will be
benefited.
Overall good experience. Some really bad professors mixed in, but most were good. I had a very good experience with the Co-op office and one of the times I visited as a high school
student I talked with Ms. Gooden-Hunley, who was super helpful and kind my whole college experience. The experience I had with her when I visited was why I picked Mississippi State.
Overall good experience. Too many foreign teachers that I could not understand.
Overall had wonderful experiences however, the lack of parking for students, and the severe tickets incurred for making the decision between an education I paid for and avoiding a ticket,
is simply appalling. Paying $165 for a parking pass should automatically keep me from getting a ticket. Many other colleges do not assign parking sections, instead they sell passes and act
on first come first serve. I have never missed more classes due to parking than I have at my time at Mississippi State.
Overall my experience was pretty good. I will say personally I was unaware of the two different GPAs meaning, MSU has a GPA requirement then there?ÇÖs your overall GPA. Students
need to be aware of those type of requirements.
Overall my experience was worth my time and effort and allowed me to obtain a degree that I have dreamed of having, which was my main goal in the end.
Overall the teaching and instruction I received was top notch, but I would be lying if I said every professor I had was intentional and helpful. The good definitely outweighed the bad, but I do
think there's room to improve and to fill MSU with the best faculty and staff that care to help students improve and challenge them, but also come along side to aid and answer questions
when asked.
Overall, I enjoyed my experience at MSU!
Overall, I enjoyed my experience at Mississippi State. Student Support Services were a good way to keep myself in check and talk to someone one in a while. I worked on being more
social with others during my time here, and going to social events helped me interact with others. I would definitely recommend others to come to state for a good education and many ways
to interact with other people.
Overall, I enjoyed my time at MSU. I wish I could have experienced more of it before the pandemic fully hit, but I still enjoyed my remaining semesters. My only suggestion is that the
campus needs more parking and sidewalks.
Overall, I enjoyed my time at MSU. The campus was very Veteran-friendly and I had a good experience re-integrating back into school.
Overall, I enjoyed my time here at MSU. My only issues were with the parking situation and COVID-19. While living on campus, parking was never an issue but once I began to commute, I
realized that parking was often a hassle. Limited available spots and heavy traffic just made the experience chaotic. As for COVID-19, the university handled it well but I felt like my quality
of education was severely limited. This specifically impacted me due to the need for labs and equipment for Senior Design.
Overall, I genuinely loved my experience at MSU. The teachers were great, and actually helped you when it was needed. The students were always open with one another, and the sport
events were always fun. I will actually miss MSU.
Overall, I had a fantastic time here at MSU. I would tell anyone that is wanting to go to college, especially for Engineering, I would tell them to look at MSU. The engineering departments
are top notch.
Overall, I had a good experience. COVID was the hardest part, but everybody worked hard to make the spring semester of 2020 work.
Overall, I had a great experience at MSU, and the CHE curriculum engaged me in large group projects that pertained to my field that helped me during my co-op.
Overall, I had a great experience at MSU-Meridian!
Overall, I had a great experience at MSU.
Overall, I had a great experience at MSU. Advising could have been better. I feel l could have graduated a semester early if I had more help and knowledge from my advisor.
Overall, I had a great student experience at MSU and would recommend the University to family and friends.
Overall, I had a positive experience at MSU. Being in engineering classes, several classes included other majors which is great. In those classes, BME seemed to be a smaller crowd so
therefore we seemed to get much less or sometimes no examples pertaining to our major. I would have appreciated major related questions so I could better connect the major to the
concept. I feel like I have a good foundation, but I would have learned more with more focus on practical uses of the subject.
Overall, I have had a good experience at MSU over the last two years. I had mostly good professors who love their jobs and truly care for students and their success.
Overall, I have had a wonderful experience at MSU. This has been my home away from home for the past two years, and in that time I have been challenged and pushed to do my best. I
feel as though I am prepared to enter into my educational field, and I will forever be grateful for the skills and knowledge obtained from Mississippi State University.
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Overall, I learned a lot. I got some good and bad experiences but I thank God.
Overall, I learned what it meant to really be a college student these past two semesters. I severely wish I had been more studious and more able to control habits that took up time and
learned better on how to study and work. The staff has been lovely, but I just wish I had been able to get out more easily. I would hope I could think of more helpful insights to give in
response to this question, but all in all, I am glad for the time I spent here as an undergrad.
Overall, I really enjoyed my time at MSU. The professors did their best to help each student as necessary in their classes. I felt very safe when on campus, and if I had to do it all over, I
would still attend MSU and encourage others to attend here as well.
Overall, I would not change a thing about the four years that I have spent at MSU. The Kinesiology department did a fantastic job of honing my knowledge in the world of sports. Some of
the best instructors I have ever had.
Overall, I would say my experience as a MSU bulldog was completely satisfying and I enjoyed my time here on Canvas. I enjoyed my instructors and learned a great deal during my time
here.
Overall, MSU was the best choice for me. The community is welcoming and the coursework is tough but achievable. I've come out a more well rounded individual. I will recommend MSU to
others and look back on my time in a positive light.
Overall, if I had to do it over again, I would definitely choose MSU. Great teachers and awesome people.
Overall, it was difficult to keep up with campus activities because of all of the spam email sent to my school email. Also, finding other information for school activities, degree requirements,
etc was over-complicated and difficult to find on the school's website.
Overall, my experience at MSU was nothing but amazing. I received a great education and felt welcome by all on campus.
Overall, my experience at MSU was very good! One thing I would complain about is my advising. My advisor didn't know much about any of the classes I had to take. She never reached
out to me to see how my classes were going or to let me know if I was going to be graduating on time. I basically advised myself.
Overall, my experience at Mississippi State was pretty good. While it did start off a little rocky, making friends and participating in different extracurricular activities made college more fun. I
would try to find more social get togethers for incoming students so students are not so stressed as I was when I first got To MSU.
Overall, my experience at Mississippi state University was great. Vincent Yong was a fantastic advisor and helped me with all the questions and problems I had.
Overall, my experience at this university has been wonderful.
Overall, my experience here at MSU was incredible. I loved the faculty, teachers, advisors, as well as all of the students.
Overall, my experience with Mississippi State University, as a student, has been exceptional. I have no complaints regarding the faulty, staff, and support at MSU.
Overall, never felt more at home especially being a transfer student. I have made many friends and networks that will help me with my career.
Overall, this was a really good experience here and I would do it all over again.
Parking Services is just another way to nickel and dime students that are already paying a lot of money. Covid-19 restrictions were ridiculous and I felt deprived from a lot in my senior year.
The learning experience took a major hit with some professors not being exactly understanding about the situation. Depriving students of their opportunities to attend/enjoy sporting events
was really disappointing. Making me question if I will donate money to the university for years to come.
Parking Services is terrible. Parking on campus is terrible.
Parking Services was the worst think about campus. also the lack of parking spaces for students.
Parking decals are too expensive. The Holmes Cultural Diversity Center does not seem welcoming to Caucasians. Distance learning through the Distance campus cost way more than
regular online classes with no justification as to why the costs are extremely elevated compared to in person instruction or Starkville online. I would like to see a financial statement sent out
every school year telling how much each administrator, faculty, staff, and coach earned since it is a public institution.
Parking fees really need to be adjusted to match the area where the parking decal is assigned to. These fees are truly overpriced.
Parking is an absolute disaster, the Sanderson is way too crowded, greek life is treated poorly by many higher ups.
Parking is awful on campus and the price for decals is beyond ridiculous. I hated how I paid over $100 to be able to park without getting a ticket and never be able to find a parking spot.
Parking needs to be expanded.
Parking on campus is not good at all an should be more available. Also, communication students who are familiar with the camera equipment should be the only ones allowed to work at the
DMC.
Parking services is horrible for many reasons. Meal plans should definitely be improved along with cafeteria hours which should be increased. I believe all faculty should be more heavily
monitored for quality. I had one professor actually stop recording the class so he could yell at us and make sure we could not go back to review content because he was angry at us. This is
unacceptable and GREATLY lowered my evaluation of Mississippi State University as a whole.
Parking services is nothing but a scam to make the athletic department money and creates more problems for students parking than they create. Greek Life on campus is amazing and
dorm life is decent if you have a new dorm otherwise they can be gross. Office of scholarships does a sub par job reaching out to people and offering scholarships to people who are middle
class.
Parking services needs to be re-evaluated.
Parking services sucked. Especially when I would still get tickets despite my college moving buildings across campus.
Parking services was absolutely brutal. Also I hate how I gave this University my everything on the baseball field and yet I had to wait a whole extra semester to graduate due to gpa. Just
feels unfair after I broke my back for MSU on the athletic side.
Parking services were terrible. Their website never worked when it was time to buy commuter passes and they were unwilling to work with you if you had a different type of vehicle situation.
I felt as if they abused the unchecked power they hold over the students. I do feel like a received a quality education, however I feel like some professors could have been a little more
challenging. Overall I have enjoyed my time at this school and do not regret it one bit
Parking sucks. Also would have liked more opportunities to explore my career options. I do not think professors should be academic advisors. There should be a separate position. Also,
I think we should have career advisors who help us apply for jobs and with long term goals.
Parking sucks. Everything else was pretty good.
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Parking was a nightmare and forced me to use the bus because there would never be an open spot.
Pave Commuter East
Pay more attention to the Music Department. Unsafe crosswalks to band/choral hall at all times.
Please be of more ADEQUATE assistance financially for your low income students! More grants! The money this institution receives for everything (sports, donations, textbook/resource
fees) is more than enough to assist students more! Thanks!
Please for future students at MSU make parking decals more affordable
Please get teachers who actually want to teach and nog just do research.
Please improve training of advisors and orientation for transfer students. I felt underprepared as a transfer student entering a new college and my advisor would often times make me more
stressed than I already was.
Please provide better architecture professors. I genuinely feel as if you are not a "top student" you do not receive the direction that you need in studio. I struggled to meet the basic
requirements simply because I continuously felt overlooked on the Starkville campus for the favorite students per say. Not every professor treated students this way, but the majority of them
did and it is unfair to anyone who is not already introduced into the curriculum before entering the degree program.
Please put little trash cans for feminine waste products in all of the bathrooms.
Please reform parking services. They are universally hated on campus.
Praise the Lord and GO DAWGS.
Praise the Lord and Go Dawgs
Prior to March 2020, MSU did not have developed distance learning options. I have a sleep disorder and really struggled with all face-to-face classes throughout my time in college. If I
were to do it over again, I would've chosen a school with more developed distance learning options, which would've better suited my needs.
Pros: advising, sporting events, pretty campus Cons: paying $180 for a decal (and full tuition) when majority of classes are online, campus police, KJ Costello, class on snow day,
Honorlock
Quality education and skills gained.
Sanderson center should be remodeled and air conditioning revamped
Satisfied
Several times in upper level classes I felt that other students benefitted from my work, ie, I was carrying the group through the class because I wanted an A. I hate knowing that these less
than competent students will graduate and represent MSU. I wish I could?ÇÖve taken more classes that weren?ÇÖt tailored for research. I want to learn more about manufacturing
problems plaguing the world. Make some manufacturing technical electives and hire people who have worked in industry!
Sherry Farr deserves a full-time job here!! She was my favorite teacher out of any I have had, and she was only here to teach the overspill of students in the Phase 2 Elementary Ed
program.
Since students are paying well enough money to attend this school, it would be more appropriate to hire professors who are more so able to communicate with their students better. Parking
services was one of the worst parts of my experiences, being that my parking pass didn't let me park "any" where like it should have. I enjoyed by time here because of the friends I made,
and the classes were definitely a welcome challenge.
Solid overall. The only thing that I would suggest is to try and find teachers that actually want to teach the classes they are in. Some teachers are at the school because they want to do
research and not teach, but that just comes with it. I would suggest finding people to teach that want to teach.
Some of my answers to these questions may seem odd out of context, but I am a returned distance student finishing my last 20-some credit hours without the benefit of being on campus.
Let me just say, there is no where else that I'd rather earn my undergraduate degree from other than MSU. It feels like coming home, even if it's only a virtual home.
Some of my teachers were not as helpful and considerate when I would reach out to them. My favorite teachers were the teachers that actually wanted us to learn and have an
understanding, that's how all the teacher at MSU should be but that is not the case. I reached out to teacher for help in the class and some would be rude or reply back with the syllabus.
Some of the teachers I had did not seem to take me seriously enough when I was struggling with depression and had mentioned it to them. It made me feel unwelcome. I am only saying
this for others, as it is too late for me.
Some professors I had were unhelpful and rude simply because they could be. I also would love to see more parking on campus and more accessibility for those who live off campus and
commute to class.
Sometimes because people in the engineering field are expected to be so ahead of the curve that it seems that the physical learners are forgotten. We are expected to learn a great deal
on our own and if we have basic questions we may be looked at with a glare. As a student that makes asking questions discouraging to say the least.
Stop forcing diversification, stop giving out tenure to professor's who do not teach or are terrible at their job, stop overselling parking, student living faculty need to be all replaced. prices for
student living need to be reevaluated especially when you don't get clean water. No true consideration due to the China Virus seriously?! The professors and all of faculty are not held to
this standard why are we be put under a microscope?!
Stop funding Greek life with my tuition. Stop giving them priority hiring for student worker positions. Prosecute them for alcohol possession like any other student. Equal application of the
rules. You must either apply the rules equally, or eliminate the rules.
Stop the co-op office from lying saying you will not loose any scholarships from co-opping I lost $2500 due to this and was told there was nothing they could do. Actually advise students
instead of asking them to fill out a sheet and that being it. Once I asked my advisor an opinion on my course load and what I should do and he simply replied go ask whoever.
Student health service should be commended for their excellent work. I had to transfer prescriptions back and forth from school to home during the summers, and each time my local
pharmacy commented on how nice/easy MSU Health was to work with, even going out of state.
Student teachers are asked to intern for an entire school semester, with absolutely no pay. They are asked to intern for an entire semester and asked to not to work. Even if a student
teacher wanted to have a job, the internship is so time consuming it would be nearly impossible. We are not rich. Student teachers deserve some kind of stipend. Some sort of small stipend
to buy food and pay for gas would be life saving. Maybe, create requirements that must be met in order to receive the funds.
THANK YOU MISSISSIPPI STATE !
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Teaching-internship should be earlier on in the degree to let students know if that is truly what they want to do with their degree or not.
Thank you for a great 4 years! Hail State!
Thank you for a great experience at MSU.
Thank you for the best experience and welcoming me to the bulldog family
Thank you for this opportunity to get my degree from MSU.
Thank you for you my experience.
Thank you for your time.
Thank you!!
Thanks
Thanks MSU!
Thanks for a fun four years.
Thanks for my time. I enjoyed it.
The ADS department needs to talk to one another. They leave the students wondering if they are doing things right and they give conflicting advice.
The CSE department needs more classes. I want to be a mobile dev, but the university literally has no classes that directly teach mobile development. While cyber security is important to
this university, Each class should introduce a security chapter, especially in courses like Operating Systems or Web dev. Most classes only teach the bare minimum and do not provide realworld experiences. Besides the CSE department, my experience was fun and would do it all over again!
The Chemistry department and many of the science professors cared more for research than teaching. Often times my learning took a back seat to my professors lab time which is
disappointing.I felt as if my love for the sciences severely took a hit in my classes. However, Dr. Sparks is amazing. He is one of the only teachers I had who loved to teach and who made
sure we understood the course material. He is the reason I came to MSU and he is the reason I am able to graduate now.
The College of Business is one of the best organizations I have ever been a part of. All the College of Business professors have clearly been selected and trained by administrators who
desire to create a strong, healthy learning environment with clear expectations. Overall, the College of Business has blown away my expectations of how a large college treats its students,
and, in my experience, the College of Business is far superior to any of the other colleges at Mississippi State. (2 Counts)
The College of Chemical engineering assigns a teacher as an advisor. Some of these advisors are hard to reach or near impossible to contact except in person during office hours. If you
have a class during this time you are SOL. Also, especially since MSU has cut recently cut rec sports space in half; You really need to consider new fields or more funding so these
organizations can find space of campus and actually compete.
The College of Education- Elementary Education department I want them to understand that the amount of work did not help me learn. The work load was crippling, and taught me more of
how to get as many assignment done in a short amount of time rather than dive deeper into the content being taught.
The College of Forest Resources needs to focus on the more hands on aspects of forestry. Competing schools get opportunities to learn the physical side of it, such as prescribed burns,
saw operation for thinning, etc. while MSU students seem to mainly focus on the computer/math side. These skills would be more beneficial for a recent graduate than things like biometrics
based on personal experience with the current job market.
The College of Landscape Architecture does an amazing job of pushing students into quality internships, many of which are followed up with full time employment after graduation.
The Communications department here at MSU is excellent. All of the professors truly care and make sure you get the material if you have difficulties.
The Compete 2 Complete is an amazing program.
The Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering, and Computer Science programs need to be harder. I coasted through much of the material, and feel underprepared compared my
peers at other schools.
The Elementary Education program should do a better job of getting students in the classroom early on and for longer periods of time so that future teachers have a better idea of what all
goes into teaching. I believe it would be beneficial for students to get a fuller picture of teaching early on so that it is not a shock when you enter internship.
The Hell & brimstone style protest group that is allowed on campus is destructive to the atmosphere of productive academia and MSU should revoke their *privileges* to damage our
learning spaces. Too many students report being verbally demeaned and attacked! This is just embarrassing that our university is so well-known for this instead of academia.
The ME staff is great. I think the professors have done a wonderful job teaching the students about Mechanical Engineering. A special thanks to Dr. Shane Brauer and Dr. Aaron Smith.
These two professors are truly amazing and have been both the smartest and best people I have ever met. I am blessed and honored to be their student.
The MSU Shuttle Buses and the Financial Aid office are my only concerns with MSU. The Wise Center bus needs two buses instead of one and there should be a bus stop at the new ADS
building to prevent students to walk all the way to the Vet School. With Financial Aid, I think there needs to be more structure so that there is less confusion with the students.
The Sanderson weight room could use some work
The Student Activities Fee should be raised to $10 to enhance funding for student organizations.
The Student Association should be more in touch with the students' concerns. They should have an email or form to send concerns to so that they are more aware. Everything else was
fine.
The Theatre faculty is AMAZING!!!!! LAB RATS RULE!!! Catfish should be served twice a week at perry!!!
The accounting department needs a lot of change. The majority of the professors do not teach well, starting with Clyde Herring. I would not attend MSU again if given the chance to start
over. I am glad to be done with this school and this degree program.
The advising for MSU is not very good. The advisors need to be better at reaching out to student's emails in a timely manner and be better equipped to answer all advising questions. I
also think that there needs to be a few more buses in the transit system.
The advisor that I had before switching majors was horrendous. He was the director of the IB program and he was absolutely no help with advising and it was always our fault to him if
something went wrong. My current advisor is amazing and so helpful
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The art department has an awesome staff. They are very hands on and genuinely involved with our education and want us to succeed.
The atmosphere of Mississippi State's campus was the first daunting thing I noticed when I first arrived freshman year. It could have all been overwhelming for a small-town kid like myself,
but the people--students and faculty alike--were so welcoming that I found myself quickly acclimating. All in all, I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University and I would have no
problem with my future children attending.
The best choice I have ever made. This place is something special.
The best college experience!
The best experiences I had were the life long friends.

The worst experiences I had were parking services... they literally take it way too serious.

The best people, the best atmosphere. I have no idea how I am going to leave this place with all the amazing memories I've made.
The best thing MSU has is its' people. They are what make MSU so great and I really appreciate how inviting MSU is to out of state students so keep that up when recruiting new students.
MSU has given me my best friends for life and opportunities I will cherish forever. I could not imagine going anywhere else. :)
The biggest problem I noticed as a student was that many of the teachers were not necessarily passionate on what they were teaching. I had some very wonderful professors while I was
here, but I also had some that just did not care. When everything went online due to covid, it felt as if there were more teachers that didn't care about my quality of learning or education.
The chemistry dept. needs some serious work. Professors don't teach & they speed through class and expect students to teach themselves everything there is to know. This also happens
in other buildings on campus but that is the most apparent situation I had. Overall, the staff are diverse which is great, but I've had about two professors who I felt actually cared about the
success and well-being of their students, other than that, everyone just seemed to be doing their job.
The chemistry program is absolutely terrible. I would suggest looking into that.
The college bureaucracy (especially those over accounting classes), mandated ridiculous and potentially harmful requirements for students. The worst of these things was the forced use of
Honorlock. The college's allowance of such a program that grants access to personal information is an extremely disappointing display of carelessness and ignorance on MSU's behalf.
The counseling center my freshman year was ridiculously understaffed and made it seem like, during my one appointment, that all they were going to do was prescribe me medication and
send me away. Mental illnesses run rampant in colleges and I feel as though MSSTATE should do a better job having adequate services for these students. Things could have gotten better
sense my freshman year, but I have heard about many bad experiences that friends and other students have had with this department.
The education i received from MSU in Animal and Dairy Sciences, has shown to be very practical, versatile, and nothing short of excellent. The professors and staff in the department are
wonderful at their craft of educating and leading students and also at preparing us for the work-force in our field as well as furthering education. I value all of my time spent learning and
growing as an animal scientist.
The education was satisfactory. The Financial Aid office was helpful but the financial aid system is awful. I had to apply for and SAP Appeal when I had not even failed to meet Satisfactory
Degree Progress because the system said I was too close to max time. I also think more practical courses are needed for Engineering, such as a hands-on course about fabrication.
The entire aerospace engineering building is in dire need of a new area. Walker and Patterson hall are both degrading and need to be redone. It also took 4 years for the wind tunnel, a
crucial highlight of aerospace engineering here at state, to be fixed after being broken my freshman year. I feel the university has neglected the upkeep of the aerospace department's
facilities to the point where professors who are highly esteemed are leaving.
The experience is very different from college to college. I indicated there was very little diversity and exposure to new ideas because that was my experience in the college of education. My
friends in the college of engineering had very different experiences.
The faculty and staff in the College of Education Elementary Ed department all deserve gold stars and a thank you. They really went above and beyond to make my time at MSU the best it
could be. I will be forever grateful for their dedication to my success. Please give them the thanks they deserve.
The faculty and staff is dedicated to helping students get what they need. Most of my professors have been interesting, compassionate, and qualified- there is truly very little to complain
about, except for the cost of parking permits, but thankfully, if you're okay with walking, the shuttle system works pretty well. Heaters and fans in the stops might be nice, of course, but not
completely necessary.
The faculty within the College of Forest Resources has had new instructors hired for a large handful of the core classes I attended. While they were definitely qualified for the job, it was
difficult to understand the bulk of them due to broken english and thick foreign accents. I feel that while it is necessary for instructors to be qualified, it is also necessary for the students to
be able to understand what they are saying. This should be considered during the hiring process.
The financial aid and account services employees were always very difficult to get ahold of and very difficult to work with the find solutions. They were almost the reason I was not able to
attend this college. I suggest better training, or hiring better employees for this department as most students are very dependent on them to be able to perform their jobs well.
The forestry program needs to hire people who have actual experience in the woods. The department does not need anymore researchers trying to teach woods experiences because they
have no idea what they are doing.
The general engineering courses offered for the first 2.5 years of my college experiences were poorly taught. A reoccurring theme is teachers who do not have any training on education.
They are smart but do not promote good learning. I was very frustrated with this, even though I had excellent success academically.
The instructors of MSU are the lifeblood of the university. Every one of my professors have made my time at State an absolute joy.
The last four years have been the best educational experience. I have learned so much, not just as a student in the English department, but also as a person. I have been exposed to so
many different ways of learning and thinking, and I will take all of that with me as I move forward in my life and my career.
The last year and a half needed to be discounted to students in terms of tuition, parking, etc. It's absurd to be charged so much when we aren't even on campus half the time.
The new building being built on the south side of campus took away the gravel route many commuters used to get to commuter east zone, thus leaving only one entrance from that part of
campus at the 4-way stop sign. This caused a huge increase in traffic coming and going from campus and should be looked into.
The online program allowed me to continue to work full time and pursue my dreams of a career change. I would recommend MSU to anyone and I will be attending the graduate program
for Instructional Design here this Summer.
The only comment I have to make is yalls Title 9 office is useless. They do not help when needed and they do not handle cases professionally at all. I seriously hope that this university
finds people who CARES and trains those workers accordingly. The current employees are disrespectful and unqualified. Do better.
The only suggestion I can provide is regarding the actions of various fraternities on campus. Racial slurs are far too common among that population and witnessing it regularly is a
hinderance to the acceptance that MSU strives for.
The only suggestions that I can give is better advising and better transferring of classes.
The only thing I would say is decrease the parking pass prices, they were way to high. Honestly though, I loved my experience here at the school. Even with the lows, there was always
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someone here to help me get back on track, and I really appreciate that.
The only thing I would say that I did not really enjoy about my time at Mississippi State is the struggle to find parking. There is not enough parking for the growing student body so plans for
more should be planned.
The only thing I would suggest is to have more of your college experience focused on your major and not lower level courses. Maybe more sales classes too. Other than that, I'm very
proud to soon be a Bulldog Alumni.
The only thing that I believe could be sold, outside of logistics concerns, is the parking situation on campus. I understand that there are a lot of people on campus at one time and the
management of this is inherently difficult; however, the penalization for students who pay so much for their parking decals is extremely disproportionate. I believe there could be another
form of punishment that does not cause a financial concern for students.
The parking lots next to Rice hall near the Perry never felt safe because it?ÇÖs poorly lit. I really enjoyed my time at MSU. The people honestly make the school. Student Council Services
truly helped me to get through some pretty tough times. Thank you.
The parking services department is the worst department on campus. They are not willing to work with students when they are on campus. The Greek Line administrator, Jackie Mullen,
does not play a fair game when it comes to recruitment of women into Greek Line. I love MSU and hope that they find someone who is an all inclusive Greek Life supporter!
The past four years I spent at MSU, I have learned so many valuable life lessons and gained friends and other relationships that I will carry with me for the rest of my life.
The petroleum engineering department has great faculty with teaching methods that made it easy to understand. Dr. Elmore and all other professors were always helpful and available to
talk anytime I needed advice.
The professors for the Chemical Engineering program were always very helpful. Any time I needed help or guidance with classes and career advice Dr. Elmore was always there to help.
The pros: Some faculty teach the students very well Access to labs Cybersecurity professors/program The cons: The academic advisors you are assigned could care less about what
you do with your degree or your career. Another thing that was annoying was the tutoring for female only computer science students. Shouldn't EVERY student regardless of race or sex
be given an equal opportunity to get help and to learn? The CSE material was not challenging at MSU.
The psychology department needs to do a better job of preparing/helping students get ready for job searches/graduate school applications after graduation.
The purpose of going to some classes was "to avoid getting counted as absent". I hope there will be some improvements in the education system in general. #We love Hail_State
The quality of a professor can make or break a class, finding professors that have desirable qualities and actually enjoy their profession should be of high priority. Notetakers that are just
powerpoints printed on regular copy paper should not cost $100. Investing in quality physics professors should be of high priority. Construction should be prioritized during the summers
while no one is on campus. Overall I love Mississippi State and will continue to always love Mississippi State.
The quality of professors ranged from excellent to abysmal. Most professors (especially in the engineering department) cared more about research than teaching. Although a few of these
professors were still adequate teachers, some showed little to no interest in students' ability to learn. It would be more time effective to simply buy the book and do assignments as class
time was useless. There are some quality professors, but the bad outweighs the good.
The run around in getting help and information from financial aid/counseling services is ridiculous. I personally was told that "it's okay to be sad" by someone who was not trained to handle
my "sadness". This university cares more about it's athletics and full price of tuition being paid (even after students are forced home/online). Professors don't care about flexibility or helping
students in classes that I did not want online.
The school, in my opinion, needs to stop focusing so much on diversity in the faculty and put more emphasis on making sure that the instructors can speak good English. Having teachers
that could not speak legible English made it very difficult to learn at times and caused a lot of miscommunication. I strongly suggest that the school actually start teaching the students about
how the real world in terms of jobs works.
The staff in the department of Educational Psychology go above and beyond in what they do for their students.
The teachers at MSU are the greatest in the world. I've been taught far more than just engineering. It's been a privilege to attend this school, even for a short time, and I know I will carry
this experience with me for the rest of my life. Hail State!
The teaching program should contain less group work and focus on teaching the students about HOW to be a teacher. I have yet to feel confident in my teaching or lesson plan writing.
The time I spent on MSU?ÇÖs campus was great. The professors I had really cared about my success.
The undergraduate research opportunities helped my undergraduate education tremendously and I am very thankful to both MSU and CAVS for that.
The university could care about work-study student workers more.
There are so many professors that do not care about teaching whatsoever and it's obvious. I don't know if they're just here to research or what, but it's so frustrating. I'd say about 60% of
my courses were wasted by professors who were either incompetent or just didn't care.
There are some research faculty at this university that should NOT be professors, because they simply do not have the skills to teach students.
There has to be a better way to discern whether a particular major is well-suited for a student. Part of the reason why my degree took so long is that I didn't feel like anything was right for
me. I was just taking classes. Another concern is that there should be checkpoints throughout a student's academic career that help them feel reassured that they are where they need to
be and that they are still motivated to learn. I lost my way a few times, and I almost gave up on college entirely.
There is a need for more African American/ Black professors throughout all departments.
There is no reason, I repeat, NO REASON WHATSOEVER, that marching band should not satisfy an art appreciation requirement. Also, the concept of requiring the completion of topics
UNRELATED to a person's major in college is pointless. COLLEGE IS FOR FOCUSING ON A SPECIFIC SET OF TOPICS, NOT WASTING TIME LEARNING ABOUT TRIGONOMETRY
WHEN I'M A CLASSICS MAJOR.
There is not anything negative to say about Mississippi State University. It has been a great expierence.
There is really not much to say. I was a transfer student who wanted to spend the last two years of school at MSU. I would not have chosen to go anywhere else but MSU. The memories i
made here will last a lifetime and I hate to say goodbye but I am ready to go.
There needs to be many changes made within the accounting department. Many teachers in general are too outdated and don't well represent the students in any kind of way. Please make
more parking. The parking services department is a hassle. So is FAid. My goodness let's try to represent MSU a little better, please.
There needs to be more excel and software focused classes, especially within the College of Business.
There should be more oppurtunities to be involved on the gulf coast campus. Many times students are left out because many activities at main campus are during class hours. The
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professors are great; however, the majority of adjunct professors did not provide me with a quality education.
There some poorly developed classes/professors, but I had an overall positive experience.
There was too much work assigned to students in the BCS program. Many people were depressed, and unhealthy while trying to get required projects completed.
There were some positives in my experience, but there were also some negatives regarding when classes would be offered. Not sure if the negatives could be related to COVID. Negatives
also come from lack of communication and organization in the student association I am a member of.
There were some written materials regarding degree requirements (prerequisite courses) that distance students should have received upon entering MSU as an Elem. Education Major.
Mrs. Susan Stewart did not advise me personally, as well as Michelle Gaither, Tiffany Middleton, and Dr. Patty Abraham. Ms. Gaither, Ms. Middleton, Dr. Shea, and Dr. Abraham have gone
over and beyond for distance MSU students and I can not thank them enough. My favorite instructor to date is Dr. Hope Durst!
This college needs to keep up with companies and technology. For the most part, the things I learned in class did not help me on my coop or internship.
This four-year experience at MSU has definitely exceeded all expectations. I believe that Mississippi State does a great job at making each student feel important, along with providing all
students many opportunities to be involved in any capacity. Mississippi State shapes people into who they are becoming as adults, and who they will be in their career field. I truly believe
that I have changed and grown for the better since and because of my time at Mississippi State.
This institution cared nothing about anyone's education and only cared if they made money. The quality of their service or those they hire was of no concern. There were few exceptions to
this and few classes that were actually beneficial. I would feel safe on campus if the unreasonable, unconstitutional, ineffective, immoral, counterproductive, counterintuitive ban on
concealed carry was lifted. Ultimately, this university seeks only to serve its own interests and wallet.
This semester was my first experience with MSU classes in close to twenty years. I am currently taking on-line courses to obtain a degree. I was immature and not focused when I
attended out of high school and I have regretted it for many years. Going back to school after close to twenty years was scary at first. My advisor and professors have been welcoming
and wonderful. I can't wait to have a degree in May, from the school that I love. So far, this has been a great learning experience.
This university was amazing and exceeded all of my expectations. I am the first of my family to attend this university and I'm happy to have attended this university. There are some petty
things that I would like to see improvement on, but its mostly relegated to how frustrating it is to park on campus. I think more parking garages would be a welcomed space-saver and
would satisfy the need of more parking.
This was an amazing experience. Mississippi State has been so good to me. I hate my time is up here!
This was hell. I graduated despite MSU, not because of it. I overcame the outdated teaching methods, unhelpful class structures, many intentionally obtuse or aggressive professors, and
the countless times I heard "just Google it". I'm struggling to understand what I paid thirty thousand dollars for if most of it was available online for free, and taught better. It certainly didn't
buy a quality education. But hey, as long as we have a good football stadium, it doesn't matter if I ever used it.
This will be an experience I will never forget. MSU was always so welcoming including the students, faculty, and staff. For me to be an out-of-state student, I felt at home here. I would
suggest trying to market on-campus activities a little more though. I feel like there's a lot that I missed out on.
Though I never once stepped onto campus for my bachelor's, I felt like a big part of this school and shared the pride that many who have attended this great university have.
Though my classes were online for the remainder of my program, I enjoyed my experience once again at MSU-Meridian.
Throughout my time at Mississippi State, I love everything but all the pot holes around the campus. I popped 3 tires during my time here at state.
To be honest, I feel as though for many folks a college degree is less about learning and becoming a well-rounded individual and more about getting a diploma to find a job. All this because
I felt like I had to go to college when I was 18. I would sometimes daydream about entering a trade during lectures...
Tough and enjoyable.
Transfers are similar to freshman. Everything is new and I lacked guidance and help in transferring. I have met awesome, encouraging faculty members here at MSU. My advisor was not
one of them. I emailed him numerous times to make sure I would graduate on time with the plan he made because I did not trust him because of previous mistakes. He did not effectively
communicate and was passive. He made me feel more alone and more stressed about being on track than I already was.
Truly loved my time at MSU. I would have signed up for more meal plans if there were better vegan/vegetarian options-- the station added at the Perry was great, but sometime repetitive,
and I wish a similar station had been at Fresh. Loved the addition of Olilo in the Union and went there frequently.
Try to make the food a little better or on par with the Templeton at Fresh Foods and The Perry.
Tuition is too high and there are not enough health resources for students. Forcing people through an unnecessarily brutal and stressful period of time during a pandemic and then charging
so much for it? Not a great look. On a more personal level, my department and all the friends and amazing professors I met along the way almost makes up for it.
Unfortunately, covid wiped out 3 semesters of my college experience, and this made the end of my career at MSU significantly less enjoyable. But I would like to say that I appreciate the
University taking steps to prevent the spread of the pandemic.
Very Military friendly and received lots of help from VA office from Eddie Scales. Kali Dunlap was a big help as well as my advisor.
Very few professors showed interest in student's success. They prioritized creating artificial obstacles. Mark Worthy, Isaac Howard, and Sepehr Zangeneh are professors that the rest
should strive to be.
Very glad i came to MSU. I've learned a lot about myself as well as other people and cultures. My education was great, 90% of my professors cared about what they were teaching. I am
grateful to MSU and I will miss it very dearly.
Very much enjoyed my time here
Very positive experience, would not change a thing.
WE NEED MORE BLACK PROFESSORS!
Warn engineering students about the physics department and advise them to go to a community college for their physics credits instead of MSU :)
We need better advising.
We need less liberal nonsense destroying our planet. I know you're not planning on us living in an Orwellian Society, but the way neo-marxist liberals are attacking our school systems,
rational freethinkers are facing death by a thousand cuts.
What a great university. Privileged to have been able to attend.
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When I applied to school at Mississippi State, I was very nervous in the aspect of the size of the university. After a week on campus, I knew that this was exactly where I was supposed to
be. I have enjoyed every minute I have had at Mississippi State and have grown to have a deep love for this university. My experience at MSU was incredible in every aspect, and if I had to
do it all over again, I would not attend anywhere else! #HailState
When I first arrived at MSU, it felt like home, and I did not even question going here. However, as time went on, I felt more like a number, another tuition-payer. MSU has evolved into
caring more about quantity of students, rather than quality. That's part of the reason our graduation rate is so low. Bagley College of Engineering is great though, I feel like I have a
valuable degree in Civil Engineering that will actually be useful and respected.
When I first entered the Academic Advising Department, I was told that students need African American teachers in the classroom. Representation matters. That has stuck with me. I also
know that I could not have made it through college during my pregnancy and life battles if it had not have been for the faculty and staff at MSU- Meridian. Thanks MSU-Meridian, because
of YOU I am the first in my family to graduate from a university. I am my ancestors wildest dreams!!
When I went to register for classes my adviser informed me of the classes needed. My advisor was very helpful and if I had question she answered them for me. The staff at Mississippi
State was friendly, polite and helpful. I felt safe on campus. My future plans is to receive a master degree.
When entering MSU I was under the impression that the CAPP compliance was to be completed. Instead of it being a guideline and that the advisors can work around it to make it work. I
have had a difficult time with advising due to the fact that in by the time I was a 3rd year student I had already had 7 advisors.
While growing up, all I knew was coming to Starkville and to Mississippi State. After my baseball playing days were over, this was the only school I applied to transfer to. I could not possibly
love this university any more and I am sad my days remaining here are dwindling. Hail state forever
Why are all the meal plans except gold such bad deals? If you'd like to discuss it with me, I'm all ears.
Wish transfer students were given the same opportunities as incoming freshmen. advisors need to better learn how to make time for students or have a better attitude when assisting
students make a schedule. I had to go through 3 or 4 advisors in my two years at State. horrible experience with advisors. Mrs.Hailey was the only one to help and she wasn't even
assigned to me.
With changing my major many times, I?ÇÖve enjoyed Psychology the most and is one of the best department heads from my experience.
With regards towards diversity and inclusion along with understanding of peoples cultures at MSU, That has never been an issue. My family had been coming here for generations and I
have been here since the 80's. This has never been a problem that MSU has had to struggle with, the only time it becomes a problem is when it is forced down the throats of students.
Without a doubt, MSU was one of the best decisions I've ever made, and if MSU had an Occupational Therapy graduate program, I would 100% stay. So sad to leave, but so incredibly
thankful for the good times, hard times, and fun times this University has provided me. It really prepared me for the next step in my life! Hail State!
Words cannot describe how much I loved my time at MSU, it was not always easy and the school is not perfect, but it's an incredible place where I spent the best three and a half years of
my life.
Would go to this school again for undergrad if I had to for any reason.
Would like to see easy publication of information on minors etc and less semester locked classes. For instance I really wanted to take into to probability but it?ÇÖs essentially summer only
Wouldn't change a thing this is the best University in the United States hands down. Minus parking
Wouldn't want to be anywhere else.
You should not charge students $160 for commuter parking to the parking lot between the Hump, the Sanderson, and the baseball fields if the parking lots are gonna be closed to
commuters on/around game days. This makes it extremely hard for students to find parking spaces, and ,if the students park in a different parking lot, they get a ticket that is just as
expensive as the parking pass. This needs to be fixed.
bring back the 15 minute parking spaces by the union. It has been a pain this year without it, should not have to pay for parking when just going to get food and coming back to car
cross walk and sidewalk from vet school to campus; bus stop at the new Animal and Dairy Science building should be added
great job
hail state
https://pics.me.me/69-tekashi-69-recovering-from-a-heart-attack-being-comforted-63024357.png
i am forever grateful for my time at MSU. i will cherish every memory that i have made, here at MSU.
i had a great experience.
i had really good time attending MSU.
i have thoroughly enjoyed my time here at MSU
it was cool
love this strange little town with everything in me.. coming back to visit will be a treat. I found myself as well as life long friends. what a damn pleasure it has been
loved every single minute.
m
more parking
more parking for commuter west
n/a (21 Counts)
na (3 Counts)
no
no comment
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no comments or suggestions
no suggestions
none (10 Counts)
none. (2 Counts)
oo
overall a good experience, the people at MSU are nice and most of the teachers were as well.
overall experience was amazing
parking improvements. Students need more space
please update the parking map. Please do not have this set up to log you off due to inactivity and only give a five second warning having to do this twice is extremely stupid.
scholarships and admissions arent helpful, they never know how to do their job the writing center is useless, most of the time they say "i dont know, figure it out"
x
yep, it happened
you need more parking there is not enough to accommodate to students and visitors
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